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1. Introduction
As stated in the Paris Agreement in 2015, 196 countries aim to
achieve a climate neutral world by mid-century, and therefore
lower their greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible
(UNFCCC, n.d.). This requires rapid and radical transitions
amongst the whole society (Huang & Zhai, 2021). A key
challenge is the transition from fossil fuels to sustainable and
renewable energy sources, referred to as the “energy transition”.
Moreover, a major task is related to transformation of energy
systems for housing and utility buildings. In the Netherlands,
housing, and utility buildings account for 23,1 percent of total
energy consumption (Energie-Nederland, 2020). Furthermore,
according to D’Agostino et al. (2017), non-residential buildings
such as hotels, restaurants and offices in EU countries require
40% more energy per square meter compared to residential
buildings.
Thus, the building sector is essential for realizing the
Paris Agreement goals and therefore, more and more countries,
cities and regions are establishing zero energy building
and energy neutrality regulations and targets. Goals for the
implementation of energy neutrality have been discussed at
the international level. In 2018, the EU adopted the ‘European
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD)’, and ‘Energy
Efficiency Directive’ (European Commission, 2021). These
directives together aim to lower the energy demand of buildings
by improving their energy-efficiency. Therefore, the Dutch
Government implemented the BENG regulation in the start of
2021, which acts as the guideline for a Nearly Energy Neutral
Building (NZEB) in the Netherlands (Ministerie van Binnenlandse
Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties, 2019).
Since the private sector is a fundamental component
for the global renewable energy transition (Eitan et al., 2019),
there also lays a responsibility within the redevelopment of
Zeilfort Kudelstaart. The commissioner and developer of Zeilfort
Kudelstaart, Martijn de Liefde, is aware of this responsibility, and
therefore he has several ambitious regarding sustainability and
aspires to develop a ‘future-proof’ fort. Future-proof entails the
ability of something to continue to be of value into the distant
future. According to Pitts (2008), buildings of the future must be
constructed, designed, and adapted in a way to reduce energy
demand, and produce energy locally. Smart and innovative
technologies are necessary to achieve this goal.
The fort will be redeveloped into a nautical centre
surrounded by water, which includes a hotel, restaurant, café,
small museum and meeting rooms and more. Considering the
plan of the commissioner, a couple of obstacles arise when
finding strategies for an energy neutral fort. These are related to
social, environmental, and economic concerns. Environmentally,
the future energy demand of the building is estimated to be
high due to both the century old building setup of the fort and
the extensive plans of the commissioner. Socially, the UNESCO
Heritage regulations of the site must be met, meaning that
the future design must be completely integrated into the old
embankments of the Fort. And economically, the proposed
interventions must be economically feasible to provide added
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value to the case commissioner. In this case, a technology is
financially feasible when the payback time of the investment is
between 5-10 years, based on the cost of investment, operational
costs, and technology lifespan.
To make Zeilfort Kudelstaart future proof, and to
fulfil the sustainability aspirations of the commissioner and
governmental guidelines, our challenge is to find an energy
neutral strategy for Zeilfort Kudelstaart, whilst considering the
historical-cultural value of the fort and being financially feasible.
Thus, our research is centred around the following research
question:

"What technical interventions are needed to
realize an energy neutral Zeilfort Kudelstaart, while
being financially feasible and maintaining the UNESCO
heritage characteristics?"
In the following section (2) we discuss the theoretical
framework, where we touch upon key concepts and introduce
how this is connected to the methodology. In section 3, we
present the methods used to answer the research questions. In
section 4, the results of our analysis are presented. In section 5,
we discuss our interpretation and results and in the last section,
we present a conclusion and final recommendations to the
commissioner.

2. Theoretical Framework
Within the built environment, the shift to adaption and re-use of
buildings has become a growing trend. Therefore, many buildings
of historical and cultural significance are being transformed,
reused, or adapted, rather than neglected or demolished (Bullen
& Love, 2011), which is referred to as ‘adaptive reuse’. Adaptive
reuse involves buildings that are undergoing change of usage
and purpose and require refurbishment and/or complete
renovation. Moreover, it is a process that involves physically
changing the function of a building.
There has been a growing attention within the scientific
community towards integrating historic conservation with
environmental concerns to support sustainability. In many cases,
elongating the life of an existing building can lower pollution,
material and energy consumption and therefore significantly
contribute to sustainability (Bullen & Love, 2011b). Usually,
adaptive reuse requires dedication of the original builders,
however when adaptive reuse is applied to heritage buildings,
it also conserves the social, cultural, historical, and architectural
values of the building.
In the case of the fort, adaptive reuse includes
converting the building sustainably by modifying its function
based on the requirements of new or existing users, whilst
maintaining existing structures of the UNESCO heritage and
obeying to the corresponding regulations. The redevelopment
of Zeilfort Kudelstaart includes several facilities and functions
that require a substantial renovation, which is expected to be
costly and makes it challenging to meet current (and future)
sustainability standards (Bullen, 2007). Therefore, transforming

the fort into a future-proof nautical centre is a unique challenge.
However, it is also an opportunity for the fort to serve as a role
model in the broader strategy of achieving sustainability.
A significant task lays within the management and
design of the energy system for the fort. As mentioned in the
introduction, buildings of the future must be constructed and
designed in a way to reduce energy demand, and produce
energy locally (Pitts, 2008). Therefore, zero energy design has
become a top priority for multi-disciplinary scientists, designers,
and architects.
During the last few years, the concept of Zero
Energy Design and Zero Energy Building (ZEB) has gained
broad international attention, that consists of many different
definitions and approaches (Marszal et al., 2011). According to
Wang, Gwilliam & Jones (2009) “A zero energy building refers to
a building with a net energy consumption of zero over a typical
year. It implies that the energy demand for heat and electrical
power is reduced, and this reduced demand is met on an annual
basis from renewable energy supply.” In the Netherlands, the
concept ‘Energy Neutrality” is often used for ZEB strategies.
This is defined by RVO as “a building which has a primary fossil
energy consumption of exactly zero and a renewable energy
share of 100%, on a yearly basis (RVO, n.d.).”
Since the end of the 1980s energy advisors have
been guided by three steps, which are also known as the
‘Trias Energetica’ (Willemsen, 2007). These steps include
firstly, realizing the highest possible energy savings, thereafter,
implementing renewable energy and lastly efficiently utilise
fossil fuels. This used to be the guideline in the Netherlands
for twenty years, however, this strategy did not lead to the
required energy neutrality. According to Tillie et al. (2009), a
reformulation was needed and therefore they designed a new
approach for energy neutral design, which is called the ‘New
Stepped Strategy’ (NSS). NSS is inspired by the Cradle-to-Cradle
philosophy from McDonough & Braungart (2002) and focusses
on reducing demand and using waste streams, before producing
new renewable energy. A visual presentation is shown in Figure
1.

reduce the demand

avoid energy
demand by
architectural
measures

Our research involves synthesising the NSS framework (which
conceptually breaks down the energy system of a building into
practical spaces of intervention) with the complex considerations demanded by the adaptive re-use of a UNESCO heritage
site. In this report, the complexity involved in creating an energy
system including financial, technical, social and environmental
concerns of re-developing a heritage site are integrated in a
theoretically novel way through integrating NSS with a multiplecriteria analysis.
Thus, to answer the main research question, our research is based on the three phases following the NSS for energy planning. Furthermore, since renewable electricity sources as
well as certain heat sources have high seasonal and/or daily variability, this poses technical and economic challenges (Beaudin
et al., 2014). Energy storage technologies are widely regarded as
a potential solution to deal with these variations and mitigate
challenges. Therefore, to make the fort future-proof, it is essential to look beyond energy neutrality and include energy storage
solutions.

3. Method
Thus, our research is based on the following steps:
1.
Reduce: What is the future energy demand
of the fort and how could this be reduced?
2.
Reuse: What are potential and suitable solutions for reusing energy waste flows within the building?
3.
Produce: What are potential and suitable
technologies for producing renewable energy?
4.
Store: What energy storage interventions
are needed to account for the intermittent nature of renewable
energy?
In each the steps presented above, we assessed different technical interventions that could be suitable for the fort.

generate sustainably

re-use waste
flows on the
building scale

generate
renewable
energy on the
building scale

generate energy
clean and
efficiently with
fossil resources

utlise waste flows
Figure 1. The New Stepped Strategy (Tillie et al., 2009)
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3.1 Analytical Framework
Multi criteria decision making
A framework is needed to integrate the various factors of concerns in the adaptive re-use of heritage buildings with the NSS to
ultimately compare technologies within the same conceptual and analytical framework. While single criteria decision-making is
normally aimed at maximizing benefits and minimizing costs, Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) is about making decisions
while considering multiple (conflicting) objectives. According to Wang et al. (2009), MCDM is suitable for complex and evolving
systems with high uncertainty, different data and information, and multiple perspectives and interests. In this research, we perform
a Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) for comparing different interventions in all three steps of the NSS and storage. Therefore, we
conducted several different criteria, derived from two scientific literatures regarding multi-criteria analysis for energy planning
written by Neves et al. (2018) and Wang et al. (2009) (see Table 1). In addition, two criteria about circularity are included because of
its vital role in the concept of future-proof, which is essential in our research (Bamberger et al., 2018). Furthermore, to incorporate
the UNESCO standards in MCA we included a criterium that takes this into account.

Aspects

Criteria

Description

Technical
Performance

Reliability

The technology is inconsistent in its performance
The capacity of an intervention to perform as designed;
(energy production, etc), experiences failures and
the resistance to failure of a device or system
requires frequent maintenance.

Efficiency

The ratio of the output energy to the input energy

<40% (or U-value: >2)

Annual renewable
energy production

Amount of energy that is produced from renewable
energy sources on a yearly base

The intervention when applied to the fort at an
appropriate scale amount to under 100mWh per year
per year.

Provides an estimation of the amount of primary
energy that a given action allows to save, including
reducing energy consumption.
Determining the degree of maturity of a certain
technology

The intervention has little to no effect on reducing
the overall Energy demand of the fort and accounts
for <5% of total energy saved. (or U-value: >2)
The intervention is in the stage of conceptual
development and/or is being piloted.

The size of the land it occupies

The intervention requires +10 sqm of land that
otherwise could be used for environmental efforts.
Technology cannot be recycled at the end of its life.
Contains harmful or toxic elements.

Annual primary
energy savings
Maturity

Environmental Land use / use of
space
Recyclability

Social

Material Impact

Embodied CO2 emissions of technology

The intervention’s carbon footprint is above 200
g CO2-eq/kWh or contains materials that measure
+200kg CO2/kg or m2.

Impact on natural
environment
Noise impact during
operation
Visual impact

Natural landscape, biodiversity, and/or land is
negatively impacted by the intervention.
<55 dB

Lifetime

Impact on ecosystem services and wildlife e.g., birds
hindered by wind turbine or pollution
Machine-created sound that disrupts the activity or
balance of human or animal life
The intervention is visible and disrupts the natural
landscape and surroundings of the fort.
Overview of opinions of the local population regarding
the realization of the intervention
Whether the intervention meets regulations and
standards given by UNESCO
Total costs of construction and development of certain
intervention
Expected period for the implementation being in use

Payback period

The time it requires for the return of investments

+20 years

Social Acceptance

Economic
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Reusability or recyclability of materials at end of life

Undesirable

UNESCO heritage
standards
Investment costs

The intervention is visible and disrupts the natural
landscape and surroundings of the fort.
Local community is (likely) not in favour of
intervention.
Intervention conflicts with UNESCO heritage
standards and guidelines
Expensive technology compared to technologies with
same function
<10 years

Neutral/Intermediate

Desirable

Source

The technology is nearly consistent in its performance,
however, depends on seasonal, climatic, or external factors.

The technology consistently performances and
requires little to no maintenance.

(Pascoe, 2011)

40-60% (or U-Value: 1-)

>60% (or U-value: <1)

(Bosseboeu, Chateau,
Lapillonne & 1997)

(Cuce, Young, &
The intervention when applied to the fort at an appropriate The intervention when applied to the fort at an
appropriate scale amount to over 500mWh per year. Riffat, 2015)
scale amount to between 100-400mWh per year.
The intervention is essential to the energy system of
the fort and Accounts for over 30% of total energy
saved. (or U-value: <1)
The intervention is well established and considered a (Wang et al. 2009)
standard for building and construction.
(Nguyen et al., 2017)
The intervention has occupied less than 5-10 sqm of natural The intervention has a low natural land use, below 5
sqm.
land.
Technology is made for disassembly and
Technology can be partially recycled.
constructed with materials that retain quality.
Established ways to recycle with manufacturer or
production
The intervention’s carbon footprint is between 30 g CO2Interventionfacility.
is biobased and/or is carbon neutral
Finnegan S. (2018)
eq/kWh and 200 g CO2-eq/kWh.
and/or emissions are offset.
The intervention has a significant effect on reducing the
overall Energy demand of the fort and accounts for 5-30%
of total energy saved. (or U-value: 1-2)
The intervention is an established technology that has
undergone several stages of improvements and reiterations.

The intervention occupies natural land, however, has no
negative effect on biodiversity or the landscape.
10-55 dB

There is little to no effect on the natural
environments and does not infringe on natural
surroundings
at all.
<10 dB

Borst, H. C., &
Miedema, H. M.
(2005)
The intervention is slightly visible however, does not
There is little to no visual impact, or the intervention del
Mar Casanovasexplicitly disturb or disrupt the natural landscape.
is not visible to the public.
Rubio, M., &
Armengou, J. (2018)
Local community feels (likely) neutral about intervention.
Local community is (likely) in favour of
intervention.
Intervention has only small impact on UNESCO (acceptable) Intervention does not have impact on UNESCO
heritage
Pricing of technology is similar compared to technologies Technology is relatively low in cost compared to
with same function
technologies with same function
10 to 20 years
20+ years
Based on
commissioner
requirements
20 to 10 years
<10
Based on
commissioner
requirements

Table 1. Technical, environmental, social and economic criteria
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Weighing criteria
To decide on which combination of interventions is needed for a
future-proof Zeilfort Kudelstaart, we need to indicate the relative
importance of each criterium. Therefore, there is a need to
assign a weight to the specified criteria, which directly influences
the decision-making process. Whether a certain criterion is
prioritized over another is influenced by certain experience and
judgement.
To apply this prioritization, the Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) method is used. AHP is a widely accepted
methodology in environmental decision-making processes
(Handfield et al., 2002). This method is used to help evaluate
the relative importance of various environmental, social, and
technical traits, and contribute to the understanding of tradeoffs in environmental dimensions.
Weighing the criteria is based on an Expert Focus
Group where multiple experts on the energy and heritage reuse fields are consulted (Appendix 1). Experts were put into two
groups and asked to rank every criterium within each category.
After each expert group was done with their rating, their
opinions were discussed plenary. The goal of this expert session
was to come to one shared importance ranking of the criteria.
The result of the expert report ranking is shown in the Table
2. This ranking is used to calculate a final score for all possible
interventions in the MCA. The comparison scale of Wang et al.
(2009) is used for the weighing factors (from 1 to 7).
Table 2. Criteria ranked by experts, based on weighing factors from
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3.2 Data collection
This study relies on a mixed methods approach, which includes
data collection from quantitative as well as qualitative methods.
Including both comes with several benefits for any study project,
since it provides a larger scope and depth than using only one
study approach (Almalki, 2016). Thus, for this study, we use
several different methods to collect and generate information.
These methods are used to firstly, gather information about
potential innovative interventions for the fort and secondly,
conduct information that is needed to analyse these potential
interventions by using the MDCM approach.

Semi-structured interviews
Firstly, this study relies partly on empirical data gathered by semistructured interviews. Semi-structured interviews are chosen due
to their open character. The structure is left out and is worked
out during the interview itself (Drever, 1995). The interviewee has
the freedom of deciding what topics to talk about, and therefore
it is a very flexible method for small-scale research such as case
studies. Furthermore, this qualitative method is chosen since it
can give a deeper understanding of social practices, experiences,
and opinions (Byrne, 2004).
Possible interventions are derived from the expertise
of the interviewees, as well as their original opinion and
argumentations for a certain intervention. Additionally, we
aim to find relevant information about the suitability of the

interventions for the fort during these interviews. Using this
knowledge from different experts helps us investigate different
potential solutions. An overview of all interview participants is
shown in Appendix 2.

Literature
Secondly, this study relies upon scientific literature in order
to provide an unbiased and comprehensive overview of
recommendations to the commissioner. This literature research
consists of literature about zero energy planning and design and
the testing of different technological interventions amongst
other academic literature. Acquired information is used for
the analysis of the interventions according to our MCA. By this
means, we can test and decide whether these are suitable for
the fort.
Furthermore, grey literature produced by organisations
other than academic organizations is used to include the latest
private and public sector developments in energy neutrality.
Information from grey literature such as environmental,
technical, or governmental reports is needed for a thorough
analysis. The commissioner has provided us with an extensive
number of reports. In addition, we gathered information about
the physical characteristics of the fort and its surroundings,
such as local reports and datasets about the local climate. The
site-specific climate data is essential to contextualise the energy
demands of the fort and the potential for certain renewable
technologies to produce energy.

Online course
Thirdly, by enrolling in the Zero Energy Design MOOC, we
practiced working towards an integrated design by going
through the three steps of the NSS in detail. Certain methods
and formulas were considered to use in this research as well.

Energy and geodata analysis tools
Fourthly, to calculate the different potentials of interventions
and analyse certain data, we need several different tools which
are listed below:
- SOLARGIS: An online tool with geodata about solar energy
potentials
TU Delft Advanced Zero Energy Design Tool 2021 V2: A
tool to analyse building energy demand and to calculate the
performance of solar photovoltaic panels.
Dutch PV Portal: An online portal that provides access to
information about solar energy in the Netherlands.
WarmteAtlas: An online geodata portal with information
about geothermal heat potentials.
Python: Software to analyse data, in our case data on
local climate conditions of the fort, such as water temperatures.
ArcGIS Pro: Software to analyse geodata, in our case
psychical characteristics of the fort, such as soil types and water
depths

Expert focus group
On the 18th of June, an expert focus group was scheduled with
4 experts who have in-depth knowledge about fort energy
retrofitting, heritage and zero energy design. During this focus
group we presented our multi criteria analysis and proposed
interventions as a basis for an insightful discussion around
the fort’s energy system. The first objective was the weighing
of the criteria as presented above. The second objective is to
see their opinion on the interventions that we have come up
with, and which interventions we might have missed. The last
objective is to let the experts draw possible synergies between
the interventions related to the fort.

4. Analysis
In this section, we present the results of our analysis. To estimate
and calculate the future energy demand of the fort and choose
suitable interventions for zero energy design strategies, it is
essential to first analyse the local climate of the building site of the
fort. Therefore, relevant information for this study is examined
and summarized in Appendix 3, table 1. This includes data about
local climate conditions, physical landscape characteristics
and water depth- and temperature of the Westeinderplas.
The following sub-section (4.1) demonstrate the
results of the future energy demand calculations, including an
introduction into the electricity use and heat balance of the
fort. After that, interventions are introduced for each step of
the NSS, divided into “no brainer interventions” and “potential
interventions”. This division is made based on information
gathered during interviews and data collection during the
first phase of the project. We included potential interventions
in the MCA, after which an educated comparison of the
different interventions could be made, based on the results.

4.1 Future energy demand
According to Balaras et al. (2017), half of the non-residential
energy demand in EU countries is needed for space heating.
After that, the share of end-uses from high to low are as follows:
Lighting, Water heating, Space cooling, Other (Equipment) and
Cooking (Balaras et al., 2017). To get an insight into the impact
of certain interventions that are presented in this report, a
baseline is set by determining the future energy demand of
the fort. This calculation is based upon open data from CBS
(2021) about mean electricity and gas use per square meter
for non-residential buildings, which differ among building year,
floor space, and utilization purpose. This dataset assumes that
heat for space heating, hot water, and cooking is derived from
natural gas. By converting m3 gas into kWh and adding that
to the electricity demand, a total energy demand of the whole
fort (historic and new part) will be around 1.200.000 kWh/yr
(Appendix 4). By examining the space each function will occupy
in the fort, this first estimation is divided into heating (800.000
kWh/yr) and electricity (400.000 kWh/yr). This is roughly in line
with information gathered from the Zero Energy Design MOOC,
where it is mentioned that in continental climates like Europe,
around 60% of the energy is used for heating and 40% for
electricity.
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D’Agostino et al. (2017) studied the energy use of
more than 1000 non-residential buildings in Europe that are
working towards a Nearly Zero-Energy Building (NZEB) or BENG
in Dutch. According to this study, buildings built between 19011994, like the fort, were able to reduce their energy demand by
almost 100 kWh/m2/yr. This study reiterates the urgency and
importance that energy interventions can have on reducing the
future energy demand of the fort.

Electricity use
According to the Zero Energy Design MOOC, the average
breakdown of electricity use in buildings is as follows: Lighting
(40%), Cooling (30%), and Equipment (30%). However, to
become an energy neutral building, transitioning to electric
space and water heating is essential to lower the reliance on
fossil fuel sources. As a result of this electrification process, a
major challenge is the increased load on the electricity grid.
Hence, capacity must be increased to achieve this transition
(Tarroja et al., 2018).
As mentioned by Tarroja et al. (2018), electric heating
systems combined with a well performing heat pump are
significantly more energy efficient compared to fossil fuel-based
boilers. In the Netherlands, heat is mostly produced with gas
boilers, which is also assumed in the future heating demand
of 800.000 kWh/yr calculated for the fort. As mentioned in a
report of the IEA (2020), a gas boiler typically operates at 9295% efficiency. Furthermore, the efficiency of a heat pump
can range from 130-180% taking the efficiency of electricity
generation into account (Zero Energy Design MOOC). So, this
could already decrease the energy demand by approximately
40%. The precise number depends on the efficiency of the
implemented heat pump and its source.
Next, cooling of the fort will be mainly needed in
the new part since the thermal mass of concrete walls in the
historic fort keep the interior temperature rather stabilised. As
mentioned by Tarroja et al. (2018), due to climate change effects,
cooling demand will increase in the future, and should be taken
into consideration while redesigning the fort.

Heat balance
According to the Zero Energy Design MOOC, the average enduse of heat demand is as follows: Space heating (50%), Water
heating (40%), and Cooking (10%). Efficient space heating is
one of the mayor challenges of the fort since the concretebased building presents certain difficulties with regulating the
interior climate. Additionally, interventions may conflict with the
UNESCO regulations.
By investigating the building properties of the fort and
its local climate, a heat balance of the building can be achieved.
Heat is lost and gained through various ways and thereby
influences the heat balance. Therefore, a distinction is made
between different flows as discussed in the Zero Energy Design
MOOC. First, heat can be gained through solar radiation coming
in through glass as well as the production of heat by persons,
equipment, and lighting (internal heat). Secondly, transmission
entails the heat transfer through the building skin, which depends
on the difference between the inside and outside temperature
and the thermal properties of the building.
As a result of the weather data analysis (Appendix 3)
mean daily temperature during winter is 5,1 °C, and in summer
12
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18,0 °C. Furthermore, it is assumed that the inside temperature
will be kept stable at 20 °C. This results in a total transmission
Q_trans of 42.268 Watts that goes through the walls, roof
and windows in winter while remaining an inside temperature
of 20 °C with an outside temperature of 5,1 °C. In summer,
a total transmission Q_trans of 5674 Watts goes through the
building skin (Appendix 4, table 3). An important note is that
these numbers are based on mean temperatures in summer
and winter, in reality, those numbers will fluctuate over time.
However, it can be concluded that on average, more than 7
times as much heat is lost in winter compared to summer.
The transmission is dependent on the U-value or
thermal transmittance of the building, which expresses the rate
of transfer of heat and depends on the building material and
thickness of the walls or roof. For the 1-meter-thick exterior
walls, we estimated a U-value of 1.4 W/m2*K (Appendix 4). For
the 2-meter-thick roof, a U-value of 0,7 W/m2*K is estimated,
which is much more insulating due to the increased thickness.
In a well-insulated building, the U value is below 1, but when the
U value is between 1 and 2, insulation is not strictly necessary,
as mentioned during the interview with J. Goris (personal
communication, 25 May, 2021). Therefore, from this analysis, we
can conclude that the roof does not need additional insulation.
However, the walls may need to be insulated.
To keep the transmission loss as low as possible,
additional layers of insulation can be placed next to the concrete
building envelope. This will contribute to the thermal resistance,
which is the inverse of the thermal transmission. The higher the
resistance, the lower the heat loss. To achieve a higher resistance,
an insulation material with a low thermal conductivity must be
chosen.

4.2 Concrete
Concrete is a determining material for the energy system of the
fort. The historical fort is entirely constructed with 1-2-meterthick concrete walls which results in a high thermal mass effect.
Thermal mass describes the ability of the concrete to absorb
and store significant amounts of heat (Shafigh et al., 2018). The
main effect thermal mass has on the energy system of the fort
is thermal stability – in acting as a heat store which re-radiates
energy, fluctuations in indoor temperatures are reduced. Any
excess energy which crosses the building skin due to temperature
differences between the outside and interior climate is stored in
the building’s thermal mass. Concrete has a thermal mass of
2060 kJ/m3/k (volumetric heat capacity).
In winter scenarios, the thermal mass of the concrete
stores heat from solar radiation during the day and releases heat
in the evening, when the demand for heat is often highest. If
there is an imbalance in the energy flows entering and leaving
the building envelope, no energy is stored in the thermal mass
of concrete. The concrete acts as a thermal buffer which reduces
the thermal fluctuations indoors because of the outside climate.
However, heat is mainly leaving the building in winter scenarios
with very little heat gain to the interior climate. In Appendix 5 the
concrete walls are modelled to further examine and visualize the
effects on the heat flux.
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Investment costs
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Annual renewable energy
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Table 3b MCA results

Reduce

Reuse

Produce (heat)

Produce (electricity)

Storage (electricity)

Storage (heat)
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Table 3a. MCA legenda

Desirable

2

Neutral / intermediate

1

Undesirable

-1

4.3 MCA
After we studied the psychical characteristics and local climate
around the fort, and calculated/estimated the future energy
demand, we assessed numerous different interventions for
each step of the NSS and storage. Each intervention performed
differently on each criterion and combined with the weighing
factors that were retrieved from the Focus group with several
experts, each intervention is assigned with a score. The result of
this assessment and the score of each intervention is presented
in Table 3.

4.4 REDUCE
In this sub-section, we investigated several interventions and
strategies to reduce the future electricity and heat demand
of the fort. First, “no-brainer” interventions were discussed,
which are commonly used for this specific step of the new
stepped strategy, already extensively tested, and therefore,
not included in the MCA. Thereafter, several other potential
interventions for the fort are discussed based on the MCA.

No brainer interventions - Appendix
•

LED Lighting and smart appliances

Potential interventions - Appendix
•
•
•
•

Double or Triple Glazed Windows or Monumental Glass
Infrared Panels
Wall and floor insulation
Solar tube

The MCA indicated that Solar tubes, floor insulation and H++
Monument glass were the most suitable interventions for the
fort. Interventions such as triple glazing performed poorly
owing to higher costs relative to performance. Monument glass
(MCA=64) performed higher than other window insulation
measures due to its suitability to the fort as a UNESCO site as
well as being an effective insulator. By replacing the currently
single glass windows with H++ Monument glass, the heat loss
through the windows can be reduced by 29,8 % (Appendix 4).
Since the glass occupies less than 1% of the total area where
heat can be lost, including walls and roof, the energy demand
for space heating will be reduced by 315 kWh/year.
Infrared panels (MCA=64) performed higher than wall
and roof insulation. However, as discussed in the Expert Focus
Group, it can be concluded that infrared panels are only useful to
heat locally and targeted as well as being a source of additional
heat based on guest preferences in especially cold months.
Since radiant heating does not heat the surrounding

air, it is not an efficient intervention for large scale heating
purpose and thereby reducing the initial heating demand.
Furthermore, interior wall insulation (MCA=48) posed
several risks in terms of condensation and humidity whilst not
offering significant energy savings. Floor insulation (MCA=87)
performed better on the MCA as significant amounts of energy
can be saved with a relatively low amount of investment cost and
negligible environmental impact. Floor insulation is an essential
intervention when opting for low temperature floor heating to
prevent heat loss to the ground layers below the heating pipes.
According to a study by Staszczuk et al. (2017), 34% of the energy
demand in kWh can be reduced due to floor insulation. This
leads to a total reduction of 20.600 kWh/year. In combination
with floor heating, insulation below the heating pipes is essential
to prevent necessary heating of the layers below the floor (Ding,
P. et al., 2020).
To contextualize the outcome of the MCA, the Expert
Focus Group session indicated that insulation is a useful
intervention. However, its effect is reduced over time. Given
the substantial thermal mass of the concrete fort, the energy
absorbed, stored, and then slowly released by the building
stabilizes the interior climate. Therefore, over time, the capacity
of insulation to reduce the energy demand is limited by the
thermal mass’ capacity to store and release energy back into the
building envelope.
Solar tubes (MCA=71) perform highly on the MCA given
their substantial impact on electricity reduction in a reliable
and consistent manner with minimal effect on the natural
environment. Despite the high investment cost of Solar tubes,
the calculated payback period renders the investment worthy as
an energy reduction measure. A Solar tube is suitable for all (21)
rooms of the historic fort. However, it is not appropriate in hotel
rooms, since the Solar tubes do not allow for control of the light
which may interfere with sleeping patterns of guests. Therefore,
if 14 solar tubes would be applied, 20.700 kWh would be saved
each year (Appendix 4).

4.5 RE-USE
In this sub-section, we investigated several interventions and
strategies to re-use energy waste streams within the building.

Potential interventions - Appendix 7
•
•
•

Grey water heat recovery
Heat recovery/re-use within the building
Biodigester

When assessing all interventions regarding energy re-use with
the MCA, it became clear that heat recovery/re-use within the
building and grey water heat recovery came out on top. Heat
recovery/re-use interventions has already been implemented at
Fort Hoofddorp. Heat recovery/re-use scored better on efficiency, impact on the natural environment and investment cost. On
one hand, this technology can recover up to 90% of the heat
that is lost when heating the building, depending on the U-value
and thus the insulation (Koç et al., 2020). On the other hand, the
technology is able to improve the air quality and comfort levels
inside the building. Especially for the historic fort, where mould
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has been a significant challenge, this could be a suitable solution. In total, 14% of the energy demand for space heating can
be reduced, which is around 57.000 kWh/year. However, since
the system needs electricity to perform, the electricity demand
will go up slightly.
Grey water heat recovery scored high on the MCA
(=109), with significant results for reliability and social acceptance. A shower heat exchanger could save up to 60% of the
primary energy needed for hot showers. Currently, the heating
of water in households contributes greatly to the emissions of
greenhouse gases (Deng, Mol & Van der Hoek, 2016). In hotels,
the largest share of the energy demand for hot water is needed
for washing machines, followed by showers (42%) (Fuentes et al.,
2018). Therefore, as estimated for the fort, a reduction of approximately 80.000 kWh/year could be achieved by implementing
this at the hotel showers.
The biodigester has a negative score on CAPEX investment cost. However, it has potential in terms of energy savings
for cooking. The Biodigester is already successfully implemented
at Fort Pampus, where 30 kg of food waste can be converted
into 9 m3 of biogas and 30 L of plant fertilizer. Zeilfort Kudelstaart could produce around 70 kg of food waste per day as
the waste comes from the restaurant, hotel, café, and marina.
Approximately 13500 m3 biogas per year is needed for cooking
according to our estimation, since 1 m3 of biogas is equal to 6
kWh (BiogasWorld, n.d.). If 70 kg of food waste is produced each
day of the year, this can be converted into 7.700 m3 biogas and
therefore saves 46.000 kWh per year. Moreover, food waste for
the local communities can also be used for the Biodigester. As
the return product is also plant nutrients and this can be given
back to the community in return.

4.6 PRODUCE
In this sub-section, we investigated several interventions and
strategies to produce the remaining demand for electricity and
heat, after considering the interventions discussed in the reduce
and re-use chapter. First, a short description of the no brainer
interventions is presented since these are essential in providing
electrified space and water heating and are connected to some
interventions discussed in the previous sub-sections.

No brainer interventions
•
•

Heat pump
Floor heating

As acquired during the Zero Energy Design MOOC, a heat pump
is a device that converts low temperature heat (around 10°C) into
higher temperature heat by supplying a relatively small amount
of electricity to the compressor. As mentioned during the interviews with both S. Broersma and J. Mathijsen (personal communication, June 16, 2021), there are different sources from which
energy can be distracted like ventilation air, groundwater, surface
water, outdoor air, waste heat and thermal solar collector, all influencing the COP. For example, according to J. Mathijsen, an air
sourced heat pump uses 3 times as much electricity than a water
sourced heat pump and is thus less efficient. Therefore, a water
heat pump is recommended, which is also confirmed during
the Expert Focus Group. By comparing the average efficiency
16
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of a gas boiler (93,5%) and a heat pump (155%), the heating
demand of the Fort could decrease by approximately 240.000
kWh/y when a heat pump is installed, as calculated in Appendix
4, table 2. This should be done after implementing the reduce
and re-use interventions. The precise number depends on the
efficiency of the implemented heat pump.
In Fort Hoofddorp and Fort Krommeniedijk, radiant
floor heating has been used which delivers comfortable indoor
environments. Since most old rooms at Zeilfort Kudelstaart are
planned as hotel rooms where guests might want personal control over the indoor climate, it is advised to implement a system
similar to that of Fort Krommeniedijk, where the temperature
can be regulated per room. There are two types of radiant floor
heatings, namely electric and water-based systems. We suggest
a hydronic radiant floor heating system, which includes several
pipes filled with hot water. This closed system is typically used
to heat large floor areas and can potentially be connected to
other presented interventions related to hot water. According
to a study by Sattari & Farhanieh (2006), the most important
design guidelines are thickness and type of floor cover since radiation is the prevalent mechanism in the heat transfer process.
Furthermore, they concluded that the number of pipes as well
as the pipe type and diameter have a minimal effect on the floor
heating performance.

Potential interventions Electricity
Appendix 8
•
•
•
•

Mono crystalline PV
Transparent PV
Thin film PV
Wind Turbines

When assessing the performance of the electricity production
technologies in the MCA, it became clear that photovoltaic (PV)
solar energy production is favored over wind turbines. Within
the solar energy category, the thin film PV-panels score the highest in the MCA, which is mostly the case due to the environmental criteria. However, the three PV technologies do not exclude each other when implementing them into the fort energy
design. Since the energy demand is expected to be high, there
needs to be as much electricity production on site as possible to
become a Nearly Energy Neutral Building. Therefore, it is advised
to implement the three different PV technologies.
The most common way to harness the energy from
the sun is to use mono crystalline PV-panels placed on the roofs
of buildings. It is a reliable option, and it currently has the highest efficiency compared to the other technologies which are
assessed in this sub-section (Vares et al., 2019). Because of the
large roof surface of the fort, the potential energy production
from this technology is very high, namely 524,089 kWh per year
(Appendix 8.1.). Additionally, the payback period is 7-10 years
(Schepel et al., 2020) and the lifetime is 20-25 years (Xu et al.,
2018).
Besides the conventional mono crystalline solar panels which can be placed on the roof, there is large potential
for the transparent solar PV due to the large glass surfaces in
the preliminary design (Appendix 8.1.). However, the proposed
technology, the Physee PowerWindow, might not be developed

sufficiently at the time construction will take place, which might
cause it to be expensive or not yet purchasable (Physee, n.d.).
Therefore, additional information on the status of the technology should be gathered by the time the plans are being finalized.
The mono crystalline PV and transparent PV can have a combined annual electricity production of 618.391 kWh.
Similar to the transparent PV panels, thin film PV cells
can be integrated into the building design (Lee & Ebong, 2017).
This is a promising technology which is becoming increasingly
cost efficient (Fthenakis et al., 2020), due the efficiency of commercial modules being slightly lower than mono crystalline PV
(Ftenakis et al., 2020) and the payback period of less than 10
years (Yıldız et al., 2020). Because of the building design of the
fort being currently not finalized, the energy production of the
thin film PV has not yet been calculated.

Potential interventions Heat
Appendix 9
•
•

Solar thermal energy collectors
Aqua thermal energy system (heat from surface water)

The solar thermal collector scores average on the MCA (77).
Especially the environmental impact is low. However, solar thermal collectors can be placed underneath PV panels and thereby
form a combined PV thermal system called PVT; lowering the
visual impact, and improving efficiency (Euh et al., 2012). A PVT
system has potential since it produces both electricity -and hot
water, and additionally improves the efficiency of the PV cell by
removing the heat for hot water provision and therefore cool the
PV cell (Herrando et al., 2014). Solar thermal systems are widely
researched in the UK, since their performance is less dependent
on solar irradiation than PV panels, which makes it more suitable
for relatively cloudy countries like the Netherlands (Greening &
Azapagic, 2014).
The aqua thermal system scores high on the MCA (85).
Furthermore, it has already been successfully implemented in
several buildings, like Hotel Jakarta (P. Lesimanuaja, personal
communication, June 14, 2021). In winter, cold from the surface
water is stored underground and used in the summer to cool
the building. In summer, heat from the surface water gets stored
to be used for heating the building in the winter. Since the fort
is located next to the Westeinderplas, where there is a surface
water temperature differences of around 8°C, this intervention
is suitable (see Appendix 3, Figure 3). According to a reference
project, the aqua-thermal system can generate 530.000 kWh
heat every year (Stowa, 2020). This could be enough to cover
the heat demand of the fort. The use of aqua thermal energy
from surface water often requires the installation of an ATES
(Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage) in the soil, but an alternative is
to use a water tank for storage. These two interventions will be
discussed in the next sub-section.

4.7 STORE
In this sub-section, we investigated several interventions and
strategies to store heat and electricity. Several other potential
interventions for the fort are discussed based on the MCA.

According to our analysis and information collected during
the expert interviews, an underground thermal storage tank
(MCA=115), possibly stored in the existing water storage basin
underneath the historic fort, scores highest on the MCA in this
category. This system consists of an insulated tank filled with
water to store heat. This system performs high on many criteria,
especially on investment costs, UNESCO heritage, land use and
environmental impact. The installation of a storage tank in an
existing space does not require extra land area and does cause
disruptions to the soil, which is the case for ATES (MCA=75).
The investment costs of a storage tank are significantly lower than for an ATES system, especially since the required
space is already there. Moreover, using this space for water storage again resonates with the function that it was initially designed for, which can provide additional historical and cultural value
to the fort. To make optimal use of the storage tank, it could be
divided into three compartments that can store high, medium,
and low temperature heat, according to the different heating
temperature demands of the fort. This way, the storage tank can
be used to provide heat for multiple uses within the building.
The solar freezer scores high on recyclability and maintenance costs, however, investment costs are relatively high. The
solar freezer system will also be implemented at fort Pampus,
as mentioned by interviewee T. van Nouhuys (personal communication, June 4, 2021). Still, the technology is in its “improving”
phase and therefore not mature yet. According to J. Mathijsen,
the solar freezer is a relatively efficient intervention, since energy
can be extracted from the buffer bag until the temperature of
the water is below 0 degrees, making use of the crystallization
capacities of water (personal communication, 16 June, 2021). He
said that during this phase change at 0 degrees, latent heat is
released which is equal to energy that can be extracted when the
bag is going from 80 to 0 degrees.

Potential heat storage interventions
Appendix 10
•
•
•

Underground thermal storage tank
Solar Freezer
Aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES)

According to our analysis and information collected during
the expert interviews, an underground thermal storage tank
(MCA=115), possibly stored in the existing water storage basin
underneath the historic fort, scores highest on the MCA in this
category. This system consists of an insulated tank filled with
water to store heat. This system performs high on many criteria,
especially on investment costs, UNESCO heritage, land use and
environmental impact. The installation of a storage tank in an
existing space does not require extra land area and does cause
disruptions to the soil, which is the case for ATES (MCA=75).
The investment costs of a storage tank are significantly lower than for an ATES system, especially since the required
space is already there. Moreover, using this space for water storage again resonates with the function that it was initially designed for, which can provide additional historical and cultural value
to the fort. To make optimal use of the storage tank, it could be
divided into three compartments that can store high, medium,
and low temperature heat, according to the different heating
DESIGNING AN ENERGY NEUTRAL FORT |
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temperature demands of the fort. This way, the storage tank can
be used to provide heat for multiple uses within the building.
The solar freezer scores high on recyclability and maintenance costs, however, investment costs are relatively high. The
solar freezer system will also be implemented at fort Pampus,
as mentioned by interviewee T. van Nouhuys (personal communication, June 4, 2021). Still, the technology is in its “improving”
phase and therefore not mature yet. According to J. Mathijsen,
the solar freezer is a relatively efficient intervention, since energy
can be extracted from the buffer bag until the temperature of
the water is below 0 degrees, making use of the crystallization
capacities of water (personal communication, 16 June, 2021). He
said that during this phase change at 0 degrees, latent heat is
released which is equal to energy that can be extracted when the
bag is going from 80 to 0 degrees.

Potential EES interventions
Appendix 11
•
•
•

Hydrogen Energy Storage
Lithium-ion Storage
Redox Energy Storage

Regarding the fort, three types of potentially suitable electricity energy storage (EES) technologies are assessed: “Lithiumion Storage (MCA= 47)”, “Redox Energy Storage (MCA= 68)” and
“Hydrogen Energy Storage (MCA= 53)” are individually assessed
with the multi criteria analysis. In this analysis, we found that the
redox storage technology scores highest, this is mostly due to
fact that it scores high on land use, lifetime and recyclability and
material impact.
In terms of costs, the lithium-ion storage system performs best on all criteria. Lithium-ion storage is cheaper compared to redox and hydrogen, mostly because the other technologies are still in the development phase. However, looking at the
use of space, the hydrogen system has a higher storage capacity
relatively to the space it requires and therefore the differences in
terms of costs are not that relevant between the three technologies. Thus, all three technologies are still very expensive relative
to the efficiency and amount of energy they can store.

5. Discussion

interventions may appear to be positively valued by criteria
that are not directly relevant to the intervention. Thirdly, certain
technologies are not directly comparable as their scale and use
differ. In this sense, the MCA compares technologies assuming
their ‘purpose’ in the energy system is the same. For example,
infrared panels are useful as an additional source of heating and
therefore, it would not be appropriate to compare their cost and
payback period to thermal energy from surface water intervention which is an immense source of energy. Lastly, given that
interventions are assessed on an individual basis, potential synergies and combinations can be missed by the criteria analysis.

Expert interviews and focus group
Interviews and focus groups were essential in shaping the MCA
and providing grounded information on various energy interventions. However, at certain points, experts contradicted the
advice and experiences of other experts. Given that every interviewee had a specific energy focus – for example, Professor Jan
Peter van der Hoek in aqua thermal surface energy – there was
an implicit bias in the technology that the expert was specialised
in.

Energy estimations
The recommendations and research are largely based upon estimations and assumptions of energy use in the future. However,
given the potential for the redevelopment plans, subsidies, policies as well as environmental circumstances to change in the
future, estimations should be re-calculated in future scenarios.
In this sense, the future energy demand is estimated with a degree of error. By extension, the recommended interventions for
energy production are subject to the same degree of error. Additionally, innovative technologies will continue to be developed
in the future. Flexibility and adaptability are essential in ‘futureproofing’ the fort to be able to respond to future changes and
adopt new technologies that may be appropriate to the energy
scheme. The future energy scheme is also prone to change and
therefore certain recommended interventions may be insufficient to meet new demands. Lastly, redevelopment plans for
the fort include a car park as well as a spa which we did not
account for in our energy analysis because plans were still in development regarding the exact plans for these facilities. As such,
future analysis should account for future electric car demand
for charging stations as well as sustainable heating for the spa.

MCA
The findings of the report should be understood within the
limitations of the MCA analysis. The MCA criteria are tailored
more specifically towards the production of renewable energy
and as a result, for re-use and reduce interventions, fewer criteria were used to draw conclusions and recommendations. For
example, annual energy production and land use impact are not
appropriate criteria by which to assess insulation and Solar tube
interventions. Additionally, the pitfall of using a standardised and
organised analysis framework is that it requires a consistency
in analysis across every intervention despite contextual factors
that may nuance the categorisation of a criteria as ‘desirable’ or
‘neutral’. For example, the weighing of ‘social acceptance’ criteria
is more relevant to wind turbines than biodigesters. As such,
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6. Conclusion & Recommendations
Recommendations
Our main research question was:

"What technical interventions are needed to realize an energy neutral Zeilfort Kudelstaart, while being financially feasible and maintaining the UNESCO heritage
characteristics?".
After analysing and discussing the results of the MCA performed

on the different interventions, we can draw conclusions about
the most recommended energy system for the fort. Here, the
four categories reduce, re-use, produce and storage are integrated since they are all connected.
To reduce the electricity demand, we recommend LED lighting,
Smart appliances, and the Solar tubes. Next, we recommend
implementing floor insulation and monumental H++ glass to
reduce heat loss. Third, an air ventilation heat recovery system as
well as a grey water heat recovery system is recommended to reuse hot air and grey water within the building. By implementing
all interventions presented until here, the total energy demand
can already be reduced by 220.000 kWh/year.
Additionally, it is recommended to implement a water
filled floor heating system on top of the insulation. It is important that this system consists of separate compartments, to be
able to switch the heating on/off in each room. The floor heating system needs to be connected to a water storage system.
We recommend installing a thermal storage tank in the existing
underground water storage basement, where a tank of 400 m3
fits. The storage tank can be divided into three compartments
that store high, medium, and low heat, depending on the actual
demand of the different end-uses of the fort.
Next, an aqua thermal energy system is recommended that exchanges heat with the Westeinderplas. Optionally,
the PVT panels can be implemented to produce heat. Both need
to be connected to the storage tank. However, additional research is recommended to find out whether both aqua thermal
and solar thermal energy is needed to meet the future heating
demand.
A heat pump is needed to connect the storage tank
with the aqua thermal system, (the solar thermal system) and
the floor heating system. The heat pump is thus an essential
element in the whole zero-energy design. By using a heat pump
instead of a fossil fuel sourced boiler, the energy demand for
heating is reduced by 240.000 kWh/year.
The remaining demand for heating is estimated to be
approximately 370.000 kWh/year. This can potentially be supplied by the aqua thermal system according to a reference project. The electricity remaining electricity demand will be around
400.000 kWh/year, with some additions due to the increase in
electricity demanding machines. It is recommended to install
both the mono crystalline PV and transparent PV to supply this
demand, which are able to produce around 600.000 kWh/year.
All three electricity storage interventions perform
rather low, since most of the EES technologies are still in pilot
phase, and therefore very costly and not yet efficient. For now,
we do not recommend investing in EES technologies. However,
it could be interesting to implement in a later phase of the redevelopment of the fort, or when subsidies could help with the
investment. Lastly, in terms of space, it is recommended to use
the underground parking space for operation rooms.

fort. The dependence of several interventions namely Solar PV
and aqua thermal energy are dependent on UNESCO regulation
and planning permits. As linked with potential regulatory obstacles, unforeseen costs related to construction, installation and
further research are likely to occur and thereby influencing the
payback period and economic feasibility of certain interventions.
Secondly, as the Netherlands undergoes a nationwide
energy transition towards renewable energy, current economic
incentives and subsidies for certain interventions may change
and thereby influencing their economic appeal in the fort’s energy scheme. The energy grid will continue to adapt its capacity
– a particularly important factor whilst considering EES technologies. As mentioned earlier, from 2023, the “salderingsregeling
(netting arrangement)” in the Netherlands will be phasing out
until 2031 (Ministerie van Economische Zaken en Klimaat, 2019).
Currently, the electricity you generate and return to the grid is
deducted from your own electricity consumption. After 2021,
this regulation will change and this means that the benefit of
energy taxes, in exchange for giving electricity back to the grid,
decreases slightly every year. Therefore, investing in EES becomes more attractive in a later phase of the redevelopment of the
fort, or when subsidies could help with the investment.
Thirdly, the recommendations of the report are based
upon creating an energy neutral system for the fort – namely,
the interventions included do not operate in isolation but rather,
work in conjunction. There is a risk that if the commissioner,
Martijn de Liefde, selectively chooses individual interventions
from the recommendations, the ability for the energy system
will be compromised. Especially for the heating scheme, aqua
thermal surface water energy, underground thermal water storage and floor heating are interdependent interventions.
Fourthly, there is a risk of community-backlash against the fort
if construction-intensive interventions are seen to disrupt the
local landscape and environment. Given the current community
disputes surrounding Zeilfort Kudelstaart’s plan for redevelopment, further additions of energy interventions may contribute
to prolonged legal dispute.
Additionally, a national health crisis or a resurgence of
SARS-COV-2 may influence the energy scheme of the fort. Occupants and use of the fort’s facilities are accounted elements
in the energy scheme. Therefore, the energy-use and heating
demand may be substantially altered in the event of hospitality
closure. Furthermore, the financial feasibility of the project is
hampered by an occurrence as SARS-COV-2.
Lastly, extreme weather events due to climate change
will likely change the needed energy demand and production
capacity. The recommended energy scheme built around the
average local climate of Aalsmeer may be unable to deal with
outlier events or extreme weather conditions. Snow and subzero temperatures will particularly reduce the ability of the aqua
thermal energy system and solar panels to produce respectively,
heating and electricity.

Risks
There are multiple risks that should be considered reading the
recommendations of this report. The risks concern broadly areas
of planning permission, technical obstacles, economic disincentives, and environmental changes.
Firstly, UNESCO dictates those interventions should
not be visible and compromise the aesthetic character of the

A visulation of our proposed electricity and
heating system for the fort is presented in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Proposed electricity and heating system of the fort
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Phasing
From our analysis we concluded that the recommended interventions do not have the same priority in terms of implementation. Due to technical practicalities some interventions should be
implemented before others. Therefore, we propose a strategic
phasing plan which consists of four phases:

1

Pre-construction phase

This phase takes place before the additional part of the fort is
constructed. During this phase, temporary events that require
energy might already be organised. On top of that, the boats
that are currently at the harbour also require energy. Therefore, we suggest to already implement solar panels for electricity
generation. Further research could suggest how much solar PV
would be enough for this period. Next to that, we recommend
implementing the Biodigester in this pre-construction phase.
Kitchen waste from the boats, garden waste from the fort and
additional waste from temporary events could supply the biodigester. The biogas could then be used for temporary events to
cook on, and boats at the harbour can fill their gas tanks.

2

Construction phase

During the construction phase, the new part of the fort is being
built and the historic building is renovated. During this phase,
we suggest implementing all interventions that are needed for
insulation, heating systems and additional solar PV and thin film
PV. The interventions needed for the heating system include the
aqua-thermal energy system, floor heating and floor insulation,
and all recommended heat recovery and re-use interventions.
The underground water tanks should also be installed during
this phase.

3

In-use / test phase

In this phase the whole redevelopment of the fort is finished,
and the fort is being used for different purposes. During this
phase, some additional interventions could be added depending on preferences of guests or due to other practical reasons,
which have lower priority. An example are the infrared panels
that could supply additional heating if necessary.

4

Future phase (+10 years)

During this phase the fort is being used for several years, and
everything has been extensively used and tested. As commented
before, the current technologies for electricity batteries are not
efficient and financially feasible enough to invest in. Therefore,
in this phase we suggest doing research in the current technological developments regarding electricity storage to implement,
preferably with higher efficiency and lower investment costs. We
concluded that currently the redox batteries are the most suitable for the Fort, however this could change in the future. By this
time, the current legislations regarding the ‘salderingswet’ have
been changed and therefore it could be feasible to invest in storage. Another suggestion would be to investigate the potential
for using electric car batteries for electricity storage for the fort.
Since there is a large parking garage, there will likely be electric
cars parked in the future. Therefore, there could be a potential
to utilize those batteries.
Furthermore, the fort could function as a catalyst for
other energy retrofit projects in the neighbourhood. The aqua
thermal energy system is adaptable, which means that more
buildings could join this system to together benefit from the
heating system, such as neighbouring households.

Further research
Additional research is needed into implementing further capability of the fort’s energy system to be adaptable and flexible.
Flexibility is essential to respond to future contingencies and
changes in environmental, social, and economic circumstances. Therefore, research into modular and energy interventions
which can be designed for disassembly and upgrades is needed
as a next step to ensure the future-proofness of the fort. Moreover, as the building is occupied and fully developed, further
investigation into the building uses is needed to refine the energy demand and specificities of where energy is needed and in
what capacity. Potential for further synergies can be addressed.
Additionally, the potential to synergise the energy interventions
in an Internet of Things network should be investigated to automate the energy system which can lead to further reduction in
energy use.
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Appendix 1. Expert focus group
On the 19th of June we organized a focus group with the
following attendees:
·
Niels Sijpheer (Sijpheer Energie): Consultant in the
field of sustainable buildings. Expertise on niche energy technologies; ventilation, heat pumps.
·
Arthur van Wijk (NIAG): Expertise in monumental
buildings especially of energy installations and indoor climate
·
Martijn de Liefde (Fort Kudelstaart): Project leader of
the redevelopment of Zeilfort Kudelstaart. Specialised in real
estate development and workplace environment.
·
Thijs Barkmeijer (Blue City Rotterdam): Specialized in
heritage development and circularity. Almost visited all forts in
the Netherlands.
·
Serge Schoenmaker: Architect specialized in landscape objects and art installations. Responsible for the development and maintenance of Fort Hoofddorp
·
Hans de Witte (Cultural Heritage Agency of the
Netherlands): Expertise in culture heritage and engineering
consultant regarding plans and relocations of heritage sites
The goal of this focus group was to gather people’s opinions,
ideas and beliefs regarding the MCA framework and interventions we came up with. At first, we introduced the MCA
and asked the experts in groups of three to rate the criteria
from most important to least important (Figure 1). When we
discussed the ranking, we noticed that most of the experts had
the same ranking. For example, reliability and efficiency were
ranked high by all expert groups. We used their rankings to
weigh the criteria for the MCA.

Background information
Jaap Goris is an energy science MSc student at Utrecht University and works for the startup company “de Energiebespaarders
(the Energysavers)”. This company advises customers how to
make their homes more sustainable and energy neutral. This
advice includes an extensive building scan with recommendations on insulation and solutions for heating and renewable
electricity.
Interview Questions
Q: How do you define energy neutral?
Q: What is usually the Energiebespaarders’ strategy to make a
buildings energy neutral?
Q: What insulation interventions and energy production technologies are most common for energy neutral buildings?
Summary
Jaap Goris explained that according to his company, energy
neutrality means that the building should generate as much
electricity as the building requires, based on the yearly energy
demand. Furthermore, he explained the strategy his company
uses for making buildings energy neutral. The first step is looking at insulation. They first determine the insulation value, the
U or R value. If this value is around 1 or 2, you do not have to
insulate that much. But if it’s much higher, you must take insulation measures first. Old windows are usually replaced with
H++ glass windows, which are the best in their category. However, this is not always possible for monumental buildings, such
as the Fort. It is also important to look at heating leaks, where
are the weak spots? After this step you look at heating. Usually
this is done with an air heat pump, we choose between three
different models depending on the size of the building. The
last steps include electricity. You need electricity for the heat
pump and for lighting and other appliances. We want to generate as much electricity as possible. The payback time is usually
around 5-7 year. Sometimes we also advice a solar thermal heating system (zonneboilers), however, these are more expensive,
the payback time is around 10 years. Lastly, he also talked about
energy storage. They do not take this into account as the houses
are all connected to the electricity grid. Energy storage technologies are still in pilot phase and therefore very expensive.
Quotes

“Energy storage technologies are still in pilot phase,
and therefore very expensive and not efficient enough.”
“We always recommend H++ windows. These windows are currently the best windows for insulation; however,
they are not always possible in monumental buildings.”
“The payback period for solar PV is usually between

Figure 1. Ranking of the criteria by one of the expert teams

5-7 years.”
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“We also recommend a solar thermal heating system
(zonneboilers) for warm water. Though, they are expensive and
have a payback period of 10 years.”

Jaap Goris
May 25th, 2021

To m v a n N o u h u y s

Dr. Jan Peter van der Hoek

June 4th, 2021

June 9th, 2021

Background information
Tom van Nouhuys is director of the fort Pampus, a unique island at
the middle of the IJmeer.

Background info
Dr Jan Peter van der Hoek is Chief Innovation Officer at Waternet and Professor of Drinking Water Engineering at the TU Delft.
Furthermore, he is principal Investigator at Amsterdam Institute for
Advanced Metropolitan Solutions.

Interview questions
Q: What is the main function of this island?
Q: What interventions did you choose to make this a self-sufficient
island and why?
Q: What are the major challenges for this project?
Summary
Fort Pampus is located on an off-the-grid island in the IJmeer.
They are not connected to the energy grid or water network. To
store energy, they are now experimenting with old lithium batteries
from electric cars. Technically, those batteries still have potential
after their lifetime in the car. Tom said that they are mostly busy
with the redevelopment of the island now. The focus of this island
is centered around the 4 E’s: Educatie, Erfgoed, Exploitatie, Energietransitie. For fort pampus, the education and heritage elements
are the most important. The fort itself has not been renovated that
much and looks like a ruin, which is now used as a museum. Telling
a story about the history of the island and the self-sufficient capacity is something Tom mentioned frequently and seems to have
priority. For example, the plan is to build solar panels on a field that
was used for coal mining in the past and to place windmills next to
it, where there were other mills in the past. In this way those decisions are in a way justified by the educational purpose and visualize
the energy transition. To get the 2 windmills as wished for, Tom
mentioned struggles with the municipality and public opinion as
well as the organization that protects heritage in the Netherlands.
Furthermore, they did not think about the environmental impact
of a windmill, while there are a lot of birds on the island. According
to companies they hired for consulting, wind solar and biodigester
were the best suitable technologies.
They have also been in contact with companies about
heat exchangers. An interesting intervention is the Solarfreezer, in
which thermal energy from the sun is used to heat up a sort of water balloon with water. This water can then be used for floor heating or showers. They did not see opportunities in heat exchange
with the lake. Another interesting intervention they are looking at is
floating solar panels. In the future, they can use this as a charging
station for boats. For now, they do not have plans to include heat
exchange and recovery in their plans.
One of the major challenges for them is that they are
not connected to the greater grid. According to Tom, microgrids
are the future, but especially storage is still in an early stage. He
mentioned that several companies calculated different capacities
that are needed for this case, so he has a tough time with deciding
who to believe. They get money from Erfgoed Deal to subsidize
sustainable transitions of UNESCO heritage sites.
Quotes

“In the past, they did not prioritize the aesthetics of the
fort as well. It is meant for a functional purpose, and we should
keep that in mind while redeveloping it.”
“It is not always about the most efficient technology, but
it is also important that it fits the UNESCO characteristics.”

Interview questions
Q: Is it possible to have aqua-thermal heat transfer interventions
at the Fort? Do you have any recommendations regarding these
technologies?
Q: Is energy recovery from drinking or wastewater possible at a
small scale, such as neighborhood scale or only for the Fort?
Q: Do you have recommendations reusing heat in buildings? For
example, re-using the heat from warm water from showers?”
Summary
Jan Peter told us about the possibilities for aqua-thermal heat
exchanger with the Lake at the Fort. He said it was possible to have
this intervention, and that you can use shallow water for heat, and
deep water for cold exchange. This would probably require two
different systems, since the Fort is always cold and needs heating
all year round, whilst the new building needs cooling in summer.
The effects of these interventions on the local ecosystem have
not been studied yet, however, the temperature of the lake can be
changed due to this intervention. Furthermore, Jan Peter talked
about the shower heat exchanger, that reuses heat from showers
and can save a lot of energy (up to 60%) and would be a very easy
and financially feasible intervention for the Fort. Lastly, he talked
about heat recovery from drinking water and wastewater. He gave
us small scale examples where this technology was implemented,
like in a newly built neighbourhood in Diemen and a Sanquin blood
bank. However, we concluded that it is probably not possible to use
this technology at such a small scale for the Fort.
Quotes

“Shower heat exchanger could save up to 60% of the
energy needed for hot showers, this is a relatively easy and financially feasible solution for the Fort.”
“You probably need two separate systems with heat
exchange for the Fort, one for the old part which needs only heat,
and one for the new part that requires seasonal differences in
terms of heating and cooling”.

Pascal Lesimanuaja
June 14th, 2021
Background info
Pascal Lesimanuaja is sales and marketing manager at Hotel Jakarta
Amsterdam for almost 4 years now.
Interview questions
Q: What interventions are implemented in this hotel to reduce the
energy demand?
Q: Do you re-use energy waste streams within the building?
Q: What technologies are implemented in this hotel to produce
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renewable energy and why?
Q: How and where do you store excess energy?

Summary
The hotel is mostly made from three materials: a concrete foundation, wood from trees and bamboo, and glass. The glass has three
layers, in order to prevent unwanted heat losses or gains. The hotel
rooms are made from wooden cabins that are stacked upon one
another. The walls are 40 cm thick and therefore good enough for
insulation and preventing noise to come through. The solar panels
on the south side and the roof occupy in total 1700m2 of space.
All building related energy demand can be supplied by the energy
generated from this. The solar panels on the roof are implemented within the glass which has a nice effect on the visualization of
the light that is coming in. In the design of the hotel, they made
use of a lot of natural ventilation and daylight. In summer, some
guests are complaining about the absence of air conditioning. So,
they are now busy with a new system to cool the air. However, hotel
Jakarta thinks it is important to educate their guests about sustainable hotels, for which a certain mindset is needed as well. There
are a lot of sub-tropical plants inside the building that stabilize the
temperature inside and purify the air. In the hotel rooms itself, there is a thermal buffer layer of air in the form of a balcony which
can be closed off. Therefore, guests can sit outside in the winter
as well. Furthermore, they use an aqua thermal heat exchanger
with the surrounding water. In the winter, cold is stored underground to cool the building in the summer, and in the summer,
heat is stored to heat the building in the winter. Both are used for
floor heating or cooling that can be turned off/on in each separate room. During covid times, it was relatively cold in the building,
because the calculations are based on a certain amount of people
which give heat. Lastly, they did some projects to compensate for
their impact on the environment, like a bird’s nest and a bee hotel.
Quotes

“A visit to a sustainable hotel requires a certain mindset”

“The sub-tropical plants cool the inside temperature in
the summer by a few degrees due to the evaporation of water”
“The energy demand calculations included certain internal heat
gains due to human activities, therefore, it was much cooler here
during covid times.”

Ir. Siebe Broersma
June 16th, 2021

which gets heat out of a source with electricity and reduces a large
amount of the energy compared to gas. Second, he talked about
the source, which can be water, air or from underground. Using
air is the easiest, however the COP is not that high compared to
getting water and soil sources. The easiest is to get the heat form
the solar panels. Then you need to store the heat, with an WKO
(warmte kou opslag). Siebe explained that using an underground
heat storage is very expensive. We talked about the existing water
tanks under the fort. We together calculated with Siebe that these
tanks could be suitable for thermal storage, and is easier to implement compared to geothermal storage and less expensive since
you do not have to dig into the ground.
Siebe also talked about insulation. He explained that you probably
want to maintain the original walls, therefore you can look at wall
heating (wandverwarming) instead of insulation for extra heating in
case floor heating is not sufficient enough for the space. Also, foor
insulation could be useful.

Quotes

“The underground water tanks are very suitable for thermal energy storage, and the amount of water (400.000 litres) can
store enough heat for the heat demand.”
“In case you need extra cooling in the new part of the
building, you can use the excess heat from this cooling process for
the heating in the old part”

Jacques Mathijsen
June 16th, 2021
Background information
Jacques Mathijsen is one of the founders of the Solar Freezer. Next
to that, he is in the Project team of Fort Pampus for 3 years now,
so he understands the challenges of Zeilfort Kudelstaart.
Summary
During the interview with Jacques Mathijsen, we discussed the concept of the solar freezer and the challenges of the redevelopment
plans. The solar freezer is a flexible buffer bag in which hot water can
be stored up until 20 degrees (they regulate that). The heat is mostly provided by solar thermal collectors, which are connected to a
heat pump and the storage bag. When the collectors do not provide
enough heat to meet the demand, heat will be extracted from the bag.
He mentioned that heat can be extracted until the water is freezing.
When the phase change at 0 degrees takes place, additional latent
heat is released, which is relatively large and makes the solar freezer
an unique concept. The solar freezer will be installed at Fort Pampus.

Background information
Siebe Broersma works at TUDelft in the architecture and built environment faculty and focusses his research on Zero Energy Design
and Energy Potential Mapping.

Quotes

Summary
We brainstormed with Siebe about our energy demand and potential solutions to reduce this demand, we especially focused on the
heating issues.
Siebe explained us all the details about how sustainable heating
systems can be realized. First, he talked about the heat pump,

“An air sourced heat pump uses 33% more energy than
a water sourced heat pump. Especially in winter months, the air
sourced heat pump is not efficient.”
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“An important difference between an ATES and a storage
system such as the Solar Freezer, is that the Solar Freezer does not
disrupts the soil and is flexible in use”

“The Solar Freezer is fully circular, everything can be reused or recycled”

Ilse Pieterse-Quirijns 
June 3rd, 2021
Background information
Ilse Pieterse-Quirijns is a researcher and lecturer at the HvA in
the field of water management. She studied Food Technology at
Wageningen University and Research, whereafter she obtained a
PhD in water system modelling. Currently, Ilse is researching which
role water can play in the circular city.
Interview questions:
Q: How much water (surface/depth) is needed to sufficiently implement this technique? How do we measure its temperature?”
Q: Would the lake be suitable for the application of aquathermal
energy from surface water?
Q: What added infrastructure is needed to make this technique
applicable?
Q: What is the energy demand that is needed to make this technology feasible?
Q: Who can we get in contact with to further get into this technology?
Summary
Ilse mentioned that the potential for aqua thermal energy from the
lake at Fort Kudelstaart has great potential. If you would take 1 degree
of energy from the mass, there is a very large amount of energy available. With a heat and cold storage system underground, heat can be
stored for the winter and cold can be stored to use for cooling in the
summer months. There should be no issue regarding the water temperature of the lake due to its size. A heat exchanger and heat pump
are needed to get the water and heating to the right temperature.
Additionally, Ilse mentioned innovation which aims to
obtain heat from sewage water. This can be implemented in the
fort by using grey water which can have temperatures of around
30 degrees. Also, there are possibilities to obtain heat from drinking water, but the Dutch drinking water companies are not ready yet. Besides, the regulations on drinking water are currently
too strict to be able to implement such system and the potential
gains are much less than the other two systems. Additionally, black
water can be used in two ways: it can be burned to drive turbines
that generate electricity or anaerobic digestion can recover energy.
Ilse mentioned several contacts which would be beneficial for us to reach out to. Harry Brauw from Waternet specialises
in aqua thermal energy, Hotel Jakarta in Amsterdam uses energy
from the IJ river to heat the building, Steef van Nol, and Tauw,
who are working on energy from sewage. Also, Centrum-Eiland
and Midden Eiland, and Buiksloterham are areas where innovation is done on this subject. STOWA rapport on westland kassen
was mentioned last as a project where waste heat is re-used.

Lisa (Fort Krommeniedijk)
June 8th, 2021
Background information
Lisa is an employee at Fort bij Krommeniedijk. She is a carer for
the residents of the fort which have different autism spectrum
disorders.
Questions
Q: What are the possibilities in terms of insulation, where is energy
lost the most?
Q: How is Fort Hoofddorp heated, and do you use floor heating?

Q: What is the reason for not having solar panels or green roofs?
Q: How strict are the UNESCO guidelines for touching the interior
walls and floor?
Q: What ventilation system is used in the fort?
Q: What energy sources does the fort use?
Q: What is the current energy demand of the fort, did you calculate
this beforehand, and if so, how?
Q: What measure for passive solar design are taken in the design?

Summary
Fort Krommeniedijk uses heat pumps to heat collected rainwater
which is used in the floor heating system. The energy needed for this
is generated by the ~352 solar panels on the roof. The standard fort
rooms are divided into two apartments and per 2 apartments, the floor
heating temperature can be adjusted. Additionally, each apartment
has a radiator to provide additional heating in cold periods. Per 2 apartments, a ventilation system is implemented which probably uses the
existing air vents to ventilate to the outside (ask follow-up question to
the project developer). No reuse of energy in the ventilation system.
The collected rainwater is also used for the flushing of toilets. In dry
periods, the water from the surrounding moat is used instead of rainwater. The water creates a brown colour of the toilets due to it not being
fully cleaned. This might be an issue regarding the public perception.
Breathable paint is used on the walls to ensure that the stored
moisture in the walls can be released over time. This paint is said
to be expensive. No additional insulation measures are taken for
the concrete, so it is bare in most places. In the apartments, additional doors have been placed to access the two apartments
from the outside. These doors are well insulated with H++ glass.

Harry de Brauw 
June 14th, 2021
Background information
Harry de Brauw has worked for Waternet for 3 years, and has a
background in Civil Engineering
Questions
Q: How much water (surface/depth) is needed to sufficiently implement this technique? How do we measure its temperature?
Q: Would the lake be suitable for the application of aqua-thermal
energy from surface water in your opinion?
Q: What added infrastructure is needed to make this technique
applicable?
Q: What is the energy demand that is needed to make this technology feasible? How much Kwh can it produce?
Q: Physical space needed?
Q: Who can we get in contact with to further get into this technology?
Q: Economically, payback period? Investment costs?
Summary
Harry knows a person working at the AMS Institute whose PhD subject is related to our group project. Interesting to contact. The way
Thermal Energy from surface water works is that buildings need cooling in the summer, and heating in the winter. Surface water warms
up in the summer, that heat can be extracted and stored in the soil,
in a layer in the subsurface between 100-200 meters. The opposite
can be done in the winter. In winter, heat can be “tapped” from the
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soil, and in summer, cold can be done. This is called a WKO-systeem, or ATES system (Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage). This technique can be done by drilling a hole of 20 cm in diameter into the
ground (more suitable for single houses), or 1 meter in diameter
(more suitable for whole neighbourhoods). The extraction of hot
and cold cannot be too close to each other. (Around 100 to 150
meters apart). We had a question about the required depth of the
surface water. When heat needs to be extracted in the summer, it
is better to have a shallow water body, as this water will warm up
quicker. The ecological effect of cooling the water in the summer is
something that still needs more research. The experts at Waternet
believe the ecological effects will be minimal, but authorities are
cautious about any changes occurring. Harry has given us a couple
of sources that are interesting for looking into to get ourselves more
knowledgeable about this technology. “Aquathermie.nl” is a website
where information is shared about recent projects that make use of
thermal energy from water. “wkotool.nl” is a website that can be used
to see if an area is actually suitable for storing heat or cold in the soil.
Lastly, the construction of an ATES system can be quite expensive.
It might be interesting to look at the surroundings of the area, to
see if other buildings can be connected to the ATES system of the
fort, and costs can be shared in this way.

Paint traps the moist in the concrete, so it is advised to not paint
the walls and ceiling.
PV panels were not possible in Hoofddorp because the roof is
publicly accessible and solar panels would be visible. In the Kudelstaart case, the panels could be hidden on the roof and if they
cannot be seen from the street it is fine.
Floor heating is used in Fort Hoofdorp with separate systems for
the ground and first floors. The interior climate is comfortable and
maintained through low temperature floor heating, mechanical
ventilation and passive ventilation. Humidity in the concrete walls
meant that the decision to insulation (to avoid concrete rot) was
taken early in the renovation process. Leaks and cracks were filled
in to prevent further damage due to water leakages as well as
reduce energy loss.

Appendix 3. Local climate conditions
For this study, datasets from KNMI weather station Schiphol
and measurements from Aalsmeer were used since this station is
closest located to the Fort. Furthermore, Python software is used
to extract specific data from these datasets (Table 1).

Serge Schoemaker 

Table 1. Local c

June 4th, 2021
Background information
Serge Schoenmaker is the architect and one of the initiators for
the project of the renovation of Fort Hoofddorp. He is also the
architect for the Fort Kudelstaart redevelopment.
Questions for Fort van Hoofddorp
Q: What are the possibilities in terms of insulation, where is energy
lost the most?
Q: How is Fort Hoofddorp heated, and do you use floor heating?
Q: What is the reason for not having solar panels or green roofs?
Q: How strict are the UNESCO guidelines for touching the interior
walls and floor?
Q: What ventilation system is used in the fort?
Q: What energy sources does the fort use?
Q: What is the current energy demand of the fort, did you calculate
this beforehand, and if so, how?
Q: What measure for passive solar design are taken in the design?
Questions for the Zeilfort design
Q: What measure for passive solar design are taken in the design?
Q: How to take advantage of the thermal mass
Q: Floor heating that can be separated by rooms? Not always on!
Q: Window insulation? Or “monumentaal” glass?
Q: Air vents can be removed (UNESCO)?
Q: Floor layers/building materials?
Q: Can you change the sizes of the air vents?
Q: How do your plans differ from Hoofddorp? What have you
learnt/lessons?
Summary
Fort van Hoofddorp is using the air vents for the ventilation
system. Underneath the sand on the roof there is a system of pipes
which leads to the vents. Heat which is sucked out in the air vents
is being used again to heat the new air from outside -> check what
system is doing that.
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Annual

Winter

Summer

Source

Daily mean temperature
(degrees Celsius)

11.23

5.12

18.01

June 2016- March 2

Daily mean max
temperature (degrees
Celsius)

15.05

8.0

22.6

June 2016- March 2

Daily mean min
temperature (degrees
Celsius)

7.2

1.98

13.27

June 2016- March 2

Total precipitation (mm)

922.0

236.0

251.2

1991-2020, KMNI, A

Daily precipitation (mm)

2.19

2.2

2.42

June 2016- March 2

Daily precipitation
duration (hours)

1.7

2.38

1.23

June 2016- March 2

Relative humidity (%)

63.32

83.55

74.92

June 2016- March 2

Wind direction (degrees)

193.54
(South/
South/
West)

197.28
(South/
South/
West)

210.84
(South/S
outh/
West)

June 2016- March 2

Daily mean wind speed
(m/s)

4.84

5.76

4.31

June 2016- March 2

Daily mean solar duration
(hours)

5.32

3.04

7.36

June 2016- March 2

Solar radiation (J/cm2)

1088.12

422.71

1678.66

June 2016- March 2

Daily mean cloud cover
(9= sky invisible)

6.10

6.6

5.49

June 2016- March 2

Figure 2. Geomorphic map of the fort

Figure 3. Water temperature of Westeinderplassen

climate characteristics

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

Aalsmeer

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

Phsycial landscape characteristics
Other essential information for this study is data about physical landscape characteristics, such as soil type and other surroundings. The fort
is situated on an artificial island, which is created by raised terrain of
sand. Therefore, as can be seen in Figure 2, the soil type of the fort is
different than the surrounding area. For this visualization, GIS software
and geodata sets from basisregistratieondegrond.nl is used.
Since the Fort is situated on an island, it is isolated from other surroundings and does not have neighboring buildings. All existing
trees around the Fort will be cut for the new building and are replaced
with willow trees. Willow trees are cut every year, and therefore they will
not grow higher than maximum two meters. Thus, there is no shadow
caused by vegetation or other surroundings.

Water depth and temperature
The Zeilfort is located next to the Westeinderplassen and order to
examine certain technologies that are connected to this surrounding
water, information on the temperature of the water is needed. As can
be seen in Figure 3, the water temperature differs greatly throughout
the year. In the winter months, the surface water temperature is around
8 •C and in the summer months around 17 •C (Figure 3). This figure is
based on a dataset provided by Waterschap Rijnland and Python software is used to analyze this data.

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol

2021, KNMI, Schiphol
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Appendix 4. Heat demand
Table 2. Energy demand (heating and electricity) of the fort
Conversion factor kWh to MJ
Conversion factor m3 to kWh
Old part (build before 1921)
Hotel
Reception
Meeting rooms
Café
Bar
Museum
Toilets/showers

3.6
9.8
Heating (gas)
space (m2) gas (m3/m2) kWh/m2
kWh
401
23.50
230.30
109
19.90
195.02
435
16.50
161.70
176
23.50
230.30
130
40.50
396.90
163
19.90
195.02
171
19.90
195.02

Electricity
Kwh/m2

Kwh

92350.30
21257.18
70339.50
40532.80
51597.00
31788.26
33348.42

120.50
58.10
44.60
167.40
260.40
58.10
58.10

48320.50
6332.90
7177.50
4136.00
33852.00
9470.30
9935.10

341213.46
New part (build after 1994)
Hotel
Office
Meeting room
Restaurant
Conference room
Open kitchen
Hotel

119224.3

Heating (gas)
Electricity
space (m2) gas (m3/m2) kWh/m2
kWh
kWH/m2
688
21.00
205.80
141590.40
72
12.00
117.60
8467.20
97
12.00
117.60
11407.20
390
33.00
323.40
126126.00
579
11.10
108.78
62983.62
117
22.60
221.48
25913.16
420

22.10

216.58

kWh

90963.60

103.30
55.90
55.90
217.50
60.80
256.30

71070.40
4024.80
5422.30
84825.00
35203.20
29987.10

218.80

91896.00

467451.18
Total(kWh)

1250317.74

Total Heating (kWh)

808664.64

Total Electricity (kWh)

322428.8

441653.1

Total demand old part (kWh)

460437.76

Total demand new part (kWh)

789879.98

Heating breakdown (source: Zero Energy Design MOOC) Share

Demand (kWh)

Old part (kWh)

Heating

50%

404332.32

170606.73

Water heating

40%

323465.86

136485.38

Cooking

10%

80866.46

34121.35

Electricity breakdown (source: Zero Energy Design
MOOC)

Share

Demand (kWh)

Old part (kWh)

Lighting

40%

176661.24

47689.72

Cooling

30%

132495.93

35767.29

Equipment

30%

132495.93

35767.29

Areas where heat can be lost

Space (m2)

Share

Floor

1585

Roof

1943

43.54%

935

20.95%

Outside walls (of which 3% glass)

35.51%

4463

Reduce interventions
Solar tubes
Floor insulation
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Heat savings (kWh)

Electricity savings (kWh)
0,00

20720,00

20600,49

0

Reduce interventions

Heat savings (kWh)

Electricity savings (kWh)

Solar tubes
Floor insulation

0,00

20720,00

20600,49

0

315,46

0

Monument glass

Re-use interventions

Heat savings (kWh)

Electricity savings (kWh)

Ventilation heat recovery

56606,52

0

Grey water heat recovery

81875,88

0

Biodigester

46000,00

0

Total savings

205398,35

20720,00

Heat (kWh)

Electricity (kWh)

Remainding demand

603266,29

420933,10

Demand with heat pump

363905,79

420933,10
784838,89
Table 3. Window, wall and roof heat loss

Windows Historical Fort
U Value single glass
(W/m2K)

U Value Monument glass
(H++)

No.

Area (m2)

Total Area (m2)

Temp Dif. winter

Temp Dif. summer

Large NE Facing

40,00

0,69

27,60

5,70

1,70

14,90

2,00

Small NE Facing

14,00

0,13

1,82

5,70

1,70

14,90

2,00

Thickness (m)

Area (m2)

Temp Dif. winter

Temp Dif. summer

29,42
Values of wall, roof, floor
U Value (W/m2K)

R Value (m2K/W)

Thermal Conductivity

Concrete Walls

1,40

0,71

1,40

1,00

935,00

14,90

2,00

Concrete Roof

0,70

1,43

1,40

2,00

1943,00

14,90

2,00

Heat loss (Watt)
Summer

Winter

Walls

2618,0

19504,1

Roof

2720,2

20265,5

Windows large

314,6

2344,1

Windows large
Windows small

Windows small

20,7

154,6

Total Heat Loss (Watt)

5674

42268

Heat loss (Watt) with Monument glass
Summer

Winter

93,84

699,108

6,188

46,1006

100,028

745,2086

Formulas used in Table 3:
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Appendix 5. Concrete
In winter scenarios, the thermal mass of the concrete stores heat from solar radiation in the day and releases heat in the evening, when
the demand for heat is often highest. If there is an imbalance in the energy flows entering and leaving the building envelope, no energy is
stored in the thermal mass of concrete. The concrete has a stabilising effect on the temperature inside a building. Any excess energy crossing
the building envelope is stored in the building’s thermal mass. Concrete has a thermal mass of 2060 kJ/m3/k (volumetric heat capacity).
In the model results of the Forts thermal mass behaviour shown in figure 4, the concrete acts as a thermal buffer which
reduces the thermal fluctuations indoors as a result of the outside climate. However, as demonstrated by the negative flux density
of the interior concrete wall, heat is mainly leaving the building in winter scenarios with very little heat gain to the interior climate.
In figure 5, the effect of adding 5 cm insulation with the thermal conductivity of 0.04 W/m*k is shown. There is a reduced heat flux
entering the thermal mass from the exterior and a delayed re-radiate of heat energy from the interior walls which peak at 02:00 hr.

Figure 4. Thermal mass effect at the fort

Figure 5. Thermal mass effect at the fort, with insulation
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Appendix 6. REDUCE
6.1 No brainer interventions
An intervention we suggest is the use of light emitting diodes
(LED) lighting in the whole building, as this type of lighting has a
low energy consumption (Pattison et al., 2018). According to the
Zero Energy Design MOOC, this rather simple and inexpensive
measure can already reduce electricity demand greatly. Next, We
suggest using smart technology to conserve energy (Gercek &
Reinders, 2019). For example, a smart washing machine could be
used to minimize water use. All the smart appliances should be
accessible via an application so that settings can be adjusted easily.
Enacting a ‘smart’ energy system is essential to future-proofing
the fort’s energy production and demand. The analysis and
recommendations in this report are based upon assumptions and
estimations of the future energy demand of the re-developed
Zeilfort Kudelstaart. However, smart technologies including energy
monitors and flexible heating systems have the added benefit
of responding to real-time data and changing uses of the fort
(Priyadharshini et al., 2019). By gathering data of energy production,
demand, and the interior climate, Zeilfort Kudelstaart will be able to
selectively adapt their energy interventions to be more efficient and
effective in terms of when, how often and where they should be
used leading to further reduction in energy use (Geelen et al., 2019).

6.2 Potential interventions
6.2.1. Windows
Double or triple glazed windows contain respectively two or
three panes of glass within a sealed frame. The pockets of air or
inert gas act a layer of insulation thus reducing heat loss from
windows (Lachheb et al., 2021). This addresses a disproportionate
amount of heat loss. On average, 20-30% of heat loss occurs
through windows (US Department of Energy, 2021) despite the
relatively lower surface area they occupy in a building. Window
insulation provides other benefits aside from thermal comfort –
mainly sound insulation and a reduction in condensation levels
in the interiors. Triple glazed windows can achieve a U-value
under 0,8 W/m2K and double-glazed windows score U-values
between 1,4 -2 W/m2K. For comparison, single glazed windows
have a U-value of around 5,7 W/m2K (Zero Energy Design
MOOC). However, the effect of triple insulation cannot be
examined as separate from the energy system of the fort (ibid.).
Window insulation should match the quality and insulation
level of the rest of the building envelope. Triple insulation, due
to the extra level of glass and material results in 50% higher
embodied energy to double insulation. Triple glazing improves
the overall energy performance of the building by around
8% (Rana et al. 2018) despite performing 25-40% better than
double glazing in terms of insulation. In combination with being
more than 60% more expensive than double glazing, triple
glazing would be unnecessarily insulating given the unevenly
matched conditions of insulation in the UNESCO protected fort.
Another highly recommended intervention for buildings built
before 1920 is historic monumental double (H++) glass (Old
Style, n.d) H++ monumental glass is energy efficient as it has
a U-Value between 1.5 and 1.9. Furthermore, it costs 294.90

euros per m2 and has a payback period of approximately 6
years. There is a total area of windows in the historic of 29,43
m2. The total heat that is currently lost through the single
glass windows while keeping the inside temperature stable
is 2834 Watt (see Table 3). By replacing this by monumental
glass with an average U-value of 1.7 W/m2*K, the heat loss
is equal to 845,2 Watt. Therefore, due to this intervention,
the heat loss through the windows can be reduced by 29,8
% (see Table 3). Since the glass occupies less than 1% of the
total building envelope, including walls and roof, the energy
demand for space heating will be reduced by 315 kWh/year.

6.2.2. Infrared panels
An infrared heating panel transfers heat through the emission
of infrared radiation (Brown et al., 2016). According to Brown et
al. (2016), radiant heat is energy efficient since it is targeted to
the heating object directly and does not acquire pre-heating.
However, it is important to acknowledge that radiant heating does
not heat the surrounding air. Heat waves are radiated from panels
in the same way that the sun emits radiation – 30% of the shortwave radiation penetrates the body (Petras and & Kalús 2000). As
discussed in the Expert Focus Group, this could only be useful to
heat locally and targeted as well as being a source of additional
heat based on guest preferences in especially cold months.
Infrared panels are significantly more energy efficient compared
to conventional heating using between 0.29 and 0.8 kW/h (ibid.).
The investment costs for infrared panels are significant, costing
approximately 300 EUR per panel (GreenAge 2021). However,
given their lifetimes of 30+ years and their energy efficiency, the
infrared panels have a payback period of under 5 years (ibid.).

Social
Infrared panels require being in proximity and visible to have
a heating effect. For example, the panels cannot be placed
behind furniture as the infrared radiation directly heats the
object directly in front of it. This has aesthetic implications on
the design of the fort given the predominantly white or metallic
coloured panels placed on the walls or ceiling of the fort rooms.

Environmental
Infrared panels are highly recyclable and are often cited by
energy companies as 100% recyclable (SuryaHeating 2021).
This is largely owning to their materiality – mostly made
of aluminium which retains it quality over time. However,
given the intense manufacturing process behind producing
aluminium, infrared panels have high embodied carbon.

6.2.3. Wall and floor insulation
To reduce the future energy demand, insulation could be a
potential strategy for the fort. Several different insulation
technologies are available, such as interior wall insulation,
exterior wall insulation, roof insulation and floor insulation.
These different strategies all have different performances,
arguments for and against, which are explained below with
the use of the MCA. UNESCO regulations determine that
the exterior of the fort should remain exposed without
insulation, therefore, exterior wall insulation is not included.
DESIGNING AN ENERGY NEUTRAL FORT |
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Te c h n i c a l
The effect of insulation is shown in the calculation of
thermal resistance whereby R1, R2 and so on represent
additional layers to the existing concrete construction:
RT = Rso + R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + Rsi m2 K W–1
The addition of insulation as a layer has the effect of increasing the
thermal resistance thereby decreasing the overall U value of the wall
– ultimately reducing the ability for energy to be transferred across
the wall layers. The performance of insulation improves less than
proportionally to the thickness of insulation as seen in Figure 6. This
indicates that insulation thickness of 1 cm should be sufficient to reduce
heat transfer by 80-90% in an economic way (Mahlia et al., 2007).

to leakages of heat and thermal bridges. Thus, as concluded by Hans
de Witte from the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands,
the additional benefit of wall insulation may not be worth the risk.
The flooring insulation should be prioritised as a surface
that leads to a disproportionate amount of heat loss. The total area
where heat can be lost is 4463 m2 (roof (1943 m2) + floor (1585 m2)
+ walls (935 m2)). Therefore, the floor counts for 35% of this heat loss
surfaces. According to a study by Staszczuk et al. (2017), 34% of the
energy demand in kWh can be reduced due to floor insulation. This
leads to a total reduction of 20600 kWh/year. In combination with
floor heating, insulation below the heating pipes is essential to prevent
necessary heating of the layers below the floor (Ding et al., 2020).
Taking a priority approach (highest impact on energy
savings are prioritised) to the insulation effort of Fort
Kudelstaart through selectively insulating the floors would
lead to a distributed cost over the years of redevelopment.

6.2.4. Solar tube
A Solar tube, also known as “daylight pipe”, is a passive
solar design intervention that are optically engineered with
prismatic lenses to channel as much natural light into a tunnel
to provide lighting in dark rooms (Spacek et al., 2016). Their
size can vary from 25 to 90 cm in diameter and are often
covered with a clear weather-resistant transparent dome.

Te c h n i c a l
Figure 6. Diminishing returns with increasing insulation

Insulation of the concrete walls and flooring present technical
considerations related to humidity, condensation and retaining
the performance of the thermal mass. Concrete is a highly
porous material and its continued exterior exposure to rain, and
humidity raises issues with insulating the interior (Gajda et al.,
2000). Impermeable insulation with vapour barriers may result
in moisture being held at rates above 90% relative humidity in
the concrete (Li et al. 2020). Over extended periods of time,
this may result in ‘concrete rot’ or mold-growth. Therefore, the
interior of the concrete wall should retain its ‘breathability’ and
allow moisture to be released from the wall. In combination with
sufficient ventilation, the relative humidity should keep between
30% and 55% for an optimised indoor air quality (Federation of
European Rigid Polyurethane Foam Associations 2013). Vapourpermeable, capillary-active, interior insulation systems are optimal
to allow vapour to diffuse from the walls. Ecological insulation
such as kieselguhr insulation, albeit having high higher thermal
conductivity of 0.075 W/mK, are appealing for their ‘breathability’
which reduce the risk of condensation in the interior walls.
During the Focus Group, experts such as Niels Sijpheer
(Sijpheer Energie), Arthur van Wijk (NIAG) as well as other forts
have indicated that the need for insulation – despite leading to
substantial energy savings, could lead to problems regarding
humidity and therefore too risky to implement as it could damage
the UNESCO heritage. Furthermore, wall insulation is not of high
priority given the current U value of around 1.4 W/m2K for concrete.
Rather, insulation is considered as an additional benefit to improve
the thermal performance of the building and retain control over the
indoor climate. Due to the psychical characteristics of insulation, it is
not possible to only insulate some part of the forts, since it will lead
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Regarding energy savings, a solar tube can have a significant
impact on the energy bill from replacing lightbulbs during the
day. Though, they do not provide enough sunlight to have a
significant impact on heating savings. The inside temperature
remains constant in winter due to the low U-value (insulation
value) of the tube. On sunny days, the incoming sunlight will be
more compared to cloudy days. However, due to the technique
it will still channel enough sunlight during the day, thus reliability
is considered high.

Environmental
A Solar tube has very low impact on the natural environment.
The technology only requires little roof space. Since solar tubes
can be replaced with traditional light bulbs, the electricity savings can go up to 37000 kWh over its lifetime, which is equal
to 30000 kg CO2 emissions (Solar Impulse, 2019). If 14 solar
tubes would be applied, 20700 kWh would be saved each year
(Appendix 4) Comparing solar tubes with traditional lighting, the
material impact is very low since they do not have to be replaced
that often and have a long lifetime.

Social
A Solar tube only requires little roof space, and therefore is ideal
for monumental buildings such as the fort, as they are barely
visible. Solar tubes have been placed on Fort Kijkuit (figure 7a)
which is a fort similar to Zeilfort Kudelstaart. The Solar tubes are
not visible from the street level, and therefore are in line with
UNESCO standards. Furthermore, a solar tube is relatively easily
and quickly installed and therefore thus not cause nuisance during construction. Next to the energy-efficiency and sustainable
characteristics of the Solar tube, they can also contribute to a
comfortable and healthy living and working environment to the
occupants of the fort (Babarinde & Alibaba, 2018).

Figure 7a. Solar tubes on Fort Kijkuit

Figure 7b. Solar tube placement in hotel room at fort Kudelstaart

Economic
According to Babarinde & Alibaba (2018), solatube daylighting
appliances are cheaper to install and procure compared to traditional skylights, even though the light output is equal. Moreover,
the maintenance costs are very low. This is mostly because the
designs are solid and have impact resistant properties. According
to Solatube.nl, the costs for one 53 cm Solar tube is approximately 1050 euros. The historical fort has 14 rooms which could benefit of having a solar tube, making the total costs around 14.700
euros. According to an Efficiency Assessment Report from the
“Solar Impulse Label”, the solar tube has a return-on-investment
period of 3 to 4, due to the saved electricity demand for lighting
(Solar Impulse, 2019). However, they do strongly depend on the
structure of the existing building.

Appendix 7. RE-USE
7.1 Grey water heat recovery
Heat recovery from grey water is introduced during the interview with Dr Jan Peter van der Hoek: “A Shower heat exchanger
could save up to 60% of the primary energy needed for hot
showers, this is a relatively easy solution for the fort.” (personal
communication, June 9, 2021). Currently, the heating of water in
households contributes greatly to the emissions of greenhouse
gases (Deng, Mol & Van der Hoek, 2016). In hotels, the largest
share of the energy demand for hot water is needed for washing
machines, followed by showers (42%) (Fuentes et al., 2018). A
case study from Waternet in Uilenstede, Amstelveen, found that
shower heat exchangers are very effective in reducing energy
demand. The energy recovery efficiency observed was up to
64% in winter and 62% in summer. As estimated for the fort, a
reduction of approximately 80000 kWh/year could be achieved
by implementing this at the hotel showers. This intervention has
a short payback time and high efficiency, which depend on the
amount of domestic hot water consumption and increases when
the number of occupants increases (Paduchowska et al., 2019).

Deng, Mol & van der Hoek (2016) calculated the payback time
for both gas and electricity. In the fort’s case, if shower water will
be heated with electricity, the payback time can be as short as
2 years. Furthermore, reliability is high (Alnahhal & Spremberg,
2016), and operational costs are low (Hepbasli et al, 2014).

7.2 Heat recovery/re-use within the building
Because of the building characteristics of the historical
fort, the building requires high amounts of heating.
Besides, the building also copes with high levels of
humidity inside. These high humidity levels pose a threat
to human health due to mould formation on the ceilings.
An intervention retrieved from an interview
with S. Schoemaker, architect of Fort Hoofddrop, A Heat
Recovery Ventilation system poses a suitable solution to
both problems. On one hand, this technology can recover
up to 90% of the heat that is lost when heating the building,
depending on its insulation (Koc et al., 2020). On the other
hand, it is able to improve air quality and comfort levels
inside the building. Especially for the old fort, where mould
has been a significant challenge, this could be a suitable
solution. This technique is already in place at Fort Hoofddorp.

Te c h n i c a l
Wang et al. (2019) provide a multicriteria decision making method for three different heat exchange setups (Total heat exchanger, Plate Sensible heat exchanger, and Integral heat pipe (R32/
R717)) in three different user case scenarios (Residential house,
small shop, and small public service centre). From their analysis,
it becomes clear that a Total Heat Exchanger is the preferred
setup for all different types of uses. The Total heat exchanger
scores better on system investment costs and system performance. Wang et al. (2019) argue that in summer, the Total Heat
Exchanger also works better in relation to combatting humidity
in the building. As mentioned before, a total heat exchanger can
help recover up to 90% of the heat that would normally be lost,
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therefore reducing the energy demand for heating. As heating
is regarded as one of the most demanding sources for energy,
implementing the system will have a beneficial effect on the
environmental footprint of the redeveloped Zeilfort.

Environmental
The space that is needed for installing the installation is minimal.
At Fort Hoofddorp, the pumps that are needed to reuse the air
are installed centrally on the roof. To make the installation work
efficiently, regular maintenance is needed.

Social
Implementing a heat exchanger can be done by making use of
the existing network of ventilation shafts already in place in the
building. According to the case commissioner, the ventilation
shafts now lead to the open air, and a lot of heat is lost through
it. The implementation of the Heat Exchanger can therefore be
done with minimal changes to the structure of the building, thus
making it a socially feasible intervention for energy re-use. If
the existing ventilation shafts are not suitable to be used for
heat recovery, a decentral heat recovery system can be opted
for. A drawback is that this is more expensive to install than a
central system.

Economic
The costs related to the implementation of this intervention are
limited, because the existing infrastructure of ventilation shafts
can be optimized and used. The cost of one unit is 1000 to 1500
euros, excluding the cost for installation (Mechanischeventilatie.
nl, n.d.). It is therefore a little bit more expensive than traditional
ventilation systems.

Environmental

Te c h n i c a l

Table 4: Specifications of different models of the BioDigesters (CIRC, 2021).

of sight. Moreover, food waste for the local communities can
also be used for the BioDigester. As the return product is also
plant nutrients and this can be given back to the community in
return. Fort Pampus uses the BioDigester and is also a UNESCO
heritage site and meets the standards and regulations given by
UNESCO (de Gram, 2020).

Environmental
A BioDigster reduces the carbon footprint significantly as it turns
food waste into green energy.

Economic

7.3 BioDigester
One potential intervention is sourcing energy from biogas. A
BioDigester is used at Fort Pampus where 30 kilo of food waste
is converted to 9 kuub of biogas and 30 liters of plant fertilizers.

Te c h n i c a l
A Biodigester is a smart product as it uses artificial intelligence
to improve efficiency. Moreover, it shares data with other Biodigesters to improve performance. Due to this feedback performance, the first generation of Biodigesters are as efficient
compared to the newest Biodigesters. (CIRC, 2021) The maturity
of a Biodigester is therefore extended and the product is still in
the ‘improvement’ phase. If the latest model is chosen, there is
a yield of 18.250m3 per year and 50m3 per day considering biogas (Table 4). Zeilfort Kudelstaart will have a restaurant, hotel and
harbour producing food waste, a BioDigester will have enough
energy to produce sufficient biogas. This biogas can be used in
the restaurant and hotel again for cooking. The BioDigester 100
will produce enough energy per year as the maximum capacity
is 9.125m3 of biogas and the capacity of food waste is 100kg/
day. Zeilfort Kudelstaart will produce around 70-80kg of food
waste a day as the waste comes from the restaurant, hotel, café
and harbour.

Social
As the BioDigester is 7m2 it can be easily placed somewhere out
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The BioDigester has financial advantage because of the Energy
Investment Allowance (EIA). Less tax needs to be paid when
there is an investment in energy-efficient technology. (CIRC,
2021). The average tax reduction is 11%. The payback period is
between 5-6 years.

Appendix 8. PRODUCE (electricity)
The possibilities for deep geothermal heat generation were
also studied, however, currently, there are only a few deep
geothermal projects in the Netherlands and Kudelstaart is
too far away from the nearest source, and therefore does
not have a high potential for this type of energy production
(Richter, 2020; Van Heekeren & Bakema, 2018). Therefore,
we did not include this intervention in our research.

8.1. Solar Energy production
In the last three decades, the use of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems has increased drastically, and at the same time the efficiency of the modules increased, and the prices decreased (Comello
et al., 2018). In the case of Fort Kudelstaart, solar PV has a large
potential due to the roof size and orientation. Despite the large
potential of solar energy, there are some characteristics which
need to be considered when planning to implement a large-

scale system which aims to last for a few decades. All the discussed solar PV technologies are
intermittent in the production of electricity (Comello et al., 2018). This means that the production is only high during the day, can vary from day to day and will change throughout the year
depending on the seasons (McCormick & Suehrcke, 2018). This leads to a mismatch in energy
supply and demand due to most energy being used during the evening. Additionally, the intermittency of energy production can cause overload of the electricity grid on a sunny day when
solar PV systems are implemented on a large scale, and no changes have been made to the grid
(Etherden & Bollen, 2014). Therefore, it is important to assess the possibilities for local energy
storage when implementing a large PV system to be fully future proof. There are multiple ways
to generate electricity and heat by harnessing the widely abundant energy from the sun. Several
technologies which might be suitable at the fort are assessed in the following section.
Calculating electricity production by Photo Voltaic systems
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8.1.1 Mono crystalline PV
The most common way is to use mono crystalline photovoltaic
(PV) panels placed on the roofs of buildings. It is a reliable option,
and it currently has the highest efficiency compared to the other
technologies which are assessed in this chapter (Vares et al., 2019).

Te c h n i c a l
To reach the optimal efficiency, mono crystalline PV panels
should be placed at a 37-degree tilt, facing the south
(Schepel et al., 2020). According to S. Schoemaker (personal
communication, June 4, 2021), there is a high chance that
this will not be possible at Fort Kudelstaart due to UNESCO
guidelines which prohibit any change in the visual appearance
of the fort. Taking this into account, the optimal placement is
5-degree tilt with half of the panels facing east and the other
half facing west. This will ensure that the panels can be selfcleaned by rainfall. When using 70% of the roof for solar panels,
524,089 kWh can be produced annually in optimal conditions
(Figure 8) which is much higher than the electricity demand.
However, if temperatures are too high, the efficiency of the
panels can decrease (Rajvikram & Leopronraj, 2018), so lowering
the solar panel roof coverage and providing sufficient space
for vegetation cover will lower the temperature and increase
panel performance. To meet the total electricity demand with
this type of solar power, 2000m2 of solar panels must be
installed, which is equivalent to 59% of the total roof space.

Environmental
Solar PV systems are associated with high amounts of e-waste
once the end-of-life phase is reached (Salim et al., 2019). If not
disposed properly, materials such as lead, lithium, tin and cadmium
are disposed and can have harmful effects on the environment
and human health (Salim et al., 2019). Despite these implications,
little research is being done on the end-of-life phase of PV panels
and the waste stream is still linear (Xu et al., 2018). Recycling is a
complicated process and there is no efficient system yet to cope
with the expected increase of PV panel waste (Xu et al., 2018).
Additionally, solar PV systems are associated with a high carbon
footprint (Guangul & Chala, 2019). This is mainly the result of the
manufacturing of crystalline silicon, which is an energy intensive
process (Guangul & Chala, 2019). The embodied greenhouse
gas emissions are 242 kg CO2/m2 (Vares et al., 2019).

Social
Solar power is regarded as one of the most widely socially
accepted form of renewable energy. Due to UNESCO guidelines,
the solar panels should not be visible and alter the appearance of
the old part of the fort (S. Schoemaker, personal communication,
June 4, 2021), Near horizontal placement ensures low visual
impact. Additionally, there is a generally positive affective
imagery on solar energy (Sütterlin & Siegrist, 2017).

Economic
The payback time associated with mono crystalline PV panels
varies per model and brand, and ranges from 7 to 10 years
(Schepel et al., 2020; J. Goris, personal communication, 25
May, 2021), and the lifetime is estimated to be 20-25 years
(Xu et al., 2018). As mentioned, when the aim is to cover the
electricity demand with only solar panels, 59% percent must be
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used. This will result in a capital expenditure of approximately
412,000 euros (Vattenfall, n.d). Additional maintenance
costs are low and consist of the occasional check-up.

8.1.2. Transparent PV
The Physee PowerWindow is a new technology which implements
solar cells in window frames to create energy generating
windows. It uses a special coating on the window to direct the
solar energy towards the sides where the PV cells are placed
(Physee, n.d.). This is an elegant solution to generate electricity
from solar energy without the visual disadvantages of regular
PV panels. Additionally, the PowerWindow technology differs
from other transparent solar PV technologies since it does not
decrease the transparency of the glass (Husain et al., 2018).

Te c h n i c a l
There is great potential for the implementation of Physee
PowerWindows in the redevelopment of Fort Kudelstaart
since there are large glass surfaces present in the initial
design. In total, there is 590m2 of glass with 333m2 of
horizontal surface and 257m2 of glass facades, as calculated
using the digital model. There are several other technologies
which use transparent solar PV in the development stage,
with efficiencies ranging from 7.8% to 8.4% (Husain et al.,
2018), which is lower than the 17% efficiency reported on the
PowerWindows (Physee, n.d.). The energy production for the
horizontal glass surfaces is 55,487 kWh/year and for the glass
facades 38,815 kWh/year (if the whole façade can be used), as
calculated with the ZED-Energy Tool 2021 from the TU Delft.

Environmental
In terms of environmental impact, there is not much information
to be found online. The panels use monocrystalline silicon PV
cells, which means that the environmental impact is similar
to the regular PV panels mentioned previously (Physee, n.d.).

Social
As stated earlier, there is a high social acceptance for solar
energy. PowerWindows are not visible as regular solar panels,
so the visual impact is very low. It is a highly innovative
technology which can be beneficial to the image of the
fort if emphasis is made on the fort being a front runner
in terms of environmentally sustainable adaptive reuse.

Economic
Physee PowerWindows are not yet commercially available
as the technology is still in the pilot phase. Therefore, cost
estimations are difficult to make, and additional information is
needed to assess the economic feasibility of the technology.

8.1.3. Thin film PV
Another PV system that can be integrated into building design
is the thin film PV technology. Thin film solar cells have the
benefits of low material use compared to mono crystalline solar
cells and their efficiency has been increasing recently (Lee &
Ebong, 2017). The advantage of these solar cells is that they can
be integrated into the design of the building due to their slim
and flexible characteristics. However, due to the uncertainties

on the building design of the fort, no specific calculations are
made yet on how much energy can be generated potentially.

Te c h n i c a l
Cadmium Telluride thin film PV (CdTe PV) is a promising technology
which is becoming increasingly cost efficient (Fthenakis et al.,
2020). The efficiency of commercial CdTe PV modules is lower
than crystalline PV panels, 17-18% compared to 21% (Ftenakis
et al., 2020), but similar to the PowerWindows (Physee, n.d.).

attractive energy source given the daily mean wind speed of
4.5-5.5 m/s in Kudelstaart. However, the full potential of wind
energy as a financially and technically efficient energy source
is limited at smaller scales of production. On this basis, wind
turbines are not an appropriate means of energy production at
Fort Kudelstaart. The wind map of Kudelstaart demonstrates
a relatively consistent South-westerly wind (Figure 9).

Te c h n i c a l

Social
Similar to the crystalline PV technology, public perception is
high. Additionally, UNESCO guidelines form no issues for the
integration of thin film solar cells. Implementation is most efficient
in the new part of the fort due to the south facing orientation.
This new development has few UNESCO regulations and besides,
the solar cells can be hidden in the design (Lee & Ebong, 2017).

Environmental
CdTe PV systems use cadmium which can be harmful to the
natural environment as well as the producers and consumers
(Lee & Ebong, 2017). As mentioned earlier, recycling practices
of solar panels are not yet done on a large scale, which can
cause the cadmium in the solar cells to not be recycled or
disposed safely. The associated greenhouse emissions for
a thin film PV system are 67 kg CO2/m2 (Vares et al., 2019).

Economic
The lifetime of CdTe solar cells is 20-25 years according to
Yıldız et al. (2020) and payback time less than 10 years, but
depending on the specific type (Yıldız et al., 2020; Sorgato et
al., 2018). The costs are 46.80 dollars/m2 (Sorgato et al., 2018),
which is less than the price of mono crystalline solar panels.

8.2. Wind Turbines
Wind turbines for residential applications range from 400
Watts to 100kW (Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy 2020). Broadly separated into horizontal and vertical
axis turbines – micro and small turbines range in capacity from
1.5 – 15 kW which equates from 500 kWh to 50,000 annual
energy production (Rezaeiha et al., 2020). Wind energy is an

The potential of installing wind turbines in the fort is limited to
smaller wind turbines which have a reduced impact on overall
energy production. As shown by the above equations, the function
of rotor diameter and ‘swept area’ has a more than proportionate
effect upon the power generation of a wind turbine. Additionally,
the increases in height of the wind turbine yield high return of
power production thus limiting the energy potential of wind
turbines of less than 20 meters. In built up environments, wind
speeds are reduced at lower altitudes. For example, the EnergyBall
produces 73 kWh per year with a 1-meter diameter whereas the
Montana produces 2,691 KWh per year with a diameter of 5
meters (Decker 2010). Wind turbines are relatively efficient with

Figure 9. Wind Map of Kudelstaart (Windy app 2021)
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energy conversion rates above 50% with lifespans of around 25
years. Therefore, small wind turbines are technically considered
less efficient and effective as a source of renewable energy.

Environmental
The material impact and embodied energy of wind turbines
including the manufacturing, construction, installation,
and maintenance stages are negligible compared to the
energy yields over the lifespans (less than 5% of total energy
production) (Crawford 2007). Wind turbines do have a negative
impact on biodiversity mainly concerning the fatalities of bird
and bats due to collisions. Therefore, in the context of the
fort and efforts to promote biodiversity in the region, wind
turbines may directly contradict efforts to promote biodiversity.

Economic
In the Netherlands, it is possible to get a subsidy for a solar
thermal system, which accounts for almost a third of the
investment costs. Besides, in combination with isolation
measures, it is possible to have that subsidised as well
(Milieucentraal, 2021). Furthermore, as discussed during the
interview with J. Goris, the payback time of a solar thermal
system is approximately 10 years (personal communication,
25 May, 2021). Lastly, the lifetime is around 20 years.

Social
Noise and visual impact of solar thermal system is low since
the collectors can be placed underneath the PV panels.

Environmental

Social

According to Koroneos & Nanaki (2012), solar thermal heating
produces little emissions during manufacture and installation of
the different elements, but none during operation. The two main
environmental impacts are sulphur emission and smog potential
(Koroneos & Nanaki, 2012). However, with this alternative for
conventional heating, a 4-persons household could save 180
m3 of gas and 330 kg of CO2-emissions (Milieucentraal, 2021).

Economic

9.2 Aqua thermal energy system (heat
from surface water)

Social acceptance of wind turbines is a key challenge to their
deployment in the energy transition. Social challenges to wind
turbines pertain to the visual impact on the natura landscape,
low frequency noise pollution, bird fatalities and property value
reduction (Ellis and Ferraro, 2016; Khorsand et al., 2015). Given
the strained relationship between Fort Kudelstaart and the local
community, wind turbines would likely be a point of further conflict.
Financially, wind turbines are less attractive than solar panels.
The cost per kWh of wind turbines is 20.3 cents compared
to solar panels which average 4.6 cents per kWh (Almerini
2021). The higher capital investment costs for wind turbines
and ongoing maintenance costs, on average, contribute
to extend the financial payback period to over 25 years.

Appendix 9. PRODUCE (heat)
9.1 Solar thermal energy system
Solar thermal systems are used to heat up water by absorbing
solar irradiation. The solar energy is captured by a collector
and converted to heat. The collector can be placed underneath
PV panels and thereby form a combined PV thermal system
called PVT. The heat is used to produce hot water in a storage
tank with a combined heat pump.

Te c h n i c a l
For a household of 4 persons, a solar thermal collector of 3.5
m2 and a storage tank of 150 litres is advised in the Netherlands
(Milieucentraal, 2021). With that, around half of the energy use
for hot water can be saved. According to a study in the UK,
a combined PV and solar thermal system has potential since
it produces both electricity and hot water, and additionally
improves the efficiency of the PV cell by removing the heat for
hot water provision and therefore cool the PV cell (Herrando et
al., 2014). Solar thermal systems are widely researched in the UK,
since their performance is less dependent on solar irradiation
than PV panels, which makes it more suitable for relatively cloudy
countries like the Netherlands (Greening & Azapagic, 2014).
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An emerging technology that is regarded as having a lot of
potential is the use of thermal energy from surface water. By
lowering the temperature of the surface water, the energy from
the temperature difference is used to heat or cool a building
or even a whole neighbourhood (Stowa, 2017). Due to seasonal
differences in outside temperature and heating demand,
the system always works in combination with a heat storage
solution. Aquathermal energy from surface water has been
implemented or is being researched in numerous occasions in
the Netherlands (NAT, 2020). The technology does not limit
itself to neighbourhoods. There are multiple examples where
it is applied to a single building, like the Beurs-gebouw in
Leeuwarden, the Trockdael in Wageningen, and Hotel Jakarta in
Amsterdam (Stowa, 2017). The installation works by extracting
water from one side of the building. Heat is extracted and must
be stored in either the ATES-system in the soil, or in a sufficiently
big water tank. The water that is cooled down can be discharged
in the lake on the other side of the fort. A schematic visualisation
of the aqua thermal energy installation is shown in figure 10.

Te c h n i c a l
Like the name suggests, a first requirement for this technology
to function is the presence of ample surface water in proximity
to the building. The temperatures of this water will vary throughout the seasons. In winter, cold water from the surface water
will be stored in the soil and be used in the summer to cool the
building. In summer, heat from the surface water gets stored to
be used to heat the building in the winter. The surface water in
proximity to the Zeilfort is the Westeinderplassen. This lake does
not have a current, so a pumping system is needed to pump
water through the aqua thermal system, into an installation next

Figure 10: Schematic view of aqua thermal from surface water

Economic
to the fort. This pumping system will require additional electricity. The old Beursgebouw in Leeuwarden is an example of a
single building that uses energy from surface water to heat the
building. The energy that is produced in that case is 530 MWh
per year (Stowa, 2017).

Social
The implementation of the aqua thermal energy from surface
water system can be done with minimal impact on the heritage
status of the fort. The water surrounding the fort does not have
a current. That means that one pump is needed to pump in
water from the lake, and one point to release the cold water.

Environmental
The effect of subtracting heat or cold from surface water on
ecological systems is an aspect of this technology that still needs
further research. A side-effect of this technology is that surface
water will reduce in heat during summer and is warmer in the
winter, however according to experts at Waternet, the expectation is that this change in water temperature will have minimal
to no ecological effect. Furthermore, the cleaning of the filters
of the aqua thermal installation requires the use of chemicals,
of which the effect on local ecology is still unknown. Moreover,
the pumping system could influence the marine life in the lake.

Research conducted by the “Groene Grachten”, suggests an initial
investment of 234.000 euros. The yearly savings on energy usage would result in 14.500 euros to 17.800 euros, and therefore
the payback period is forecast between 13 to 20 years (Zonderland, 2017). Despite being the most expensive investment, this
intervention would produce the most renewable energy.

Appendix 10. STORAGE (heat)
10.1. Aquifer thermal energy storage
(ATES)
Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) is a technology that
actively stores heated or cooled groundwater in the soil for
heating and cooling processes, in Dutch called an WKO (Warmte
Kou Opslag). This technique is based on 2 systems which consist
of generally two wells, where the (groundwater) flow can be
changed to store cooled and heated water (Dickinson et al.,
2009). In summer, heat from buildings or other sources can be
extracted and discharged to one of these warm underground
wells. In winter, the process is reversed and therefore a
thermodynamic advantage is possible by storing heated
groundwater (or cooling operation) can be changed with the
cooled groundwater from the winter (or heating operation).
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Te c h n i c a l
Most ATES in the Netherlands are shallow and operate with well
depths usually ranging between 10 and 150 m (Bloemendal
& Hartog, 2018; Fleuchaus et al. 2020). They are classified as
low-temperature ATES (LT-ATES) with temperatures < 25 °C. However, in Germany the current temperature threshold for these
depths is 20 °C for heating and 5 °C for cooling (Fleuchaus et al.
2020). Worldwide more than 2800 ATES are installed with more
than 90% operating in the Netherlands alone while currently
only four ATES exist in Germany (Fleuchaus et al. 2020). An ATES
is highly energy efficient and can reach values over 60%. This is
because it is not necessary for an ATES to burn fossil fuels or use
electricity (ATES underground Energy, n.d.). The potential of an
ATES is to reduce energy demand for heating and cooling with
40-65% (Sommer et al., 2015).

Economic
According to Expert S. Broersma, the ATES system is very expensive, and looking for other strategies to store water is preferred
(personal communication, June 16, 2021). (Schüppler et al. 2019)
An ATES system costs around 1.259.000 which is 50% more expensive than reference technologies. The underground part is
the major cost factor accounting for 60% of the total costs. The
part above groups in includes the heat pumps and heat exchanger and contributes for 23% of the capital costs. The lifetime of
a ATES is around 30 years (Fleuchaus et al., 2020). On average a
ATES system has a payback period of around 2.7 years.

Social
An ATES system has low noise and visual impact (Dutch Ates,
2019). There are already 2500+ ATES systems in use in the Netherlands and the Netherlands has made them safe in use with
the use of policies and instruments (Heekeren & Bakema, 2015).

Environmental
ATES systems can lower the energy demand and therefore lower
the emissions from the operation of a building (Dickinson et al.,
2009). ATES systems can eliminate the need to run conventional
cooling plant, thereby significantly reducing running costs and
the effective carbon emissions from the operation of the building. There are no chemicals used in ATES systems and no soil
layers are permanently damaged.

10.2. Underground thermal storage tank
(CTES)
Underground thermal energy storage (UTES) utilizes the ground
to store heat and cold. Application of UTES is suitable for
seasonal storage (>3 months), which is growing worldwide (Gao
et al., 2009). There are different underground storage systems,
namely ATES (aquifer TES), BTES (borehole TES) and CTES
(cavern TES), of which ATES and BTES are most often applied
commercially (Cabeza et al., 2015). CTES covers a tank buried
underground, as proposed in this chapter. The tank is insulated
and filled with water. The fort has underground storage capacity
large enough to store 550.000 litres of water, which occupies
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400 m3. As mentioned by Gao et al. (2009), UTES applications
are mostly connected to a heat pump. During the expert focus
group, it was mentioned that the water tank can be divided into
three compartments that can store high, medium, and low heat
(three water temperatures depending on water use), according
to the demand of the fort. This way, the storage tank can be
used to provide heat for multiple uses within the building.

Te c h n i c a l
The efficiency of an underground thermal storage system is
usually defined as the amount of heat extracted from the energy
system divided by the amount of heat injected into the storage
(Laloui & Loria, 2019). An advantage of a storage tank compared
to ATES is that the water can heat up until 95 •C, which means
that it can store more energy per litre water, and therefore increases the efficiency (van Steekelenburg et al., 2011). However,
heat can be lost to the outside environment, but when storing
the tank inside instead of outside, these losses are minimized.

Economic
As discussed during the Expert Focus Group and the interview
with S. Broersma (personal communication, June 16, 2021) , the
investment costs of a storage tank are significantly lower than an
ATES system, especially since the required space is already there. As calculated in a report written by van Steekelenburg et al.
(2011), a storage tank of 350 m3 will cost 95000 euros, of which
2% is needed for maintenance. Maintenance is mostly needed to
prevent corrosion and to regulate the pressure inside the tank.

Social
In the past, the underground storage of the fort was also used
to store water locally. If the tank will be installed here now, the
use of this space resonates with the function that it was initially designed for. According to interviewee T. van Nouhuys,
by choosing a certain technology, it is important that it fits the
UNESCO characteristics (personal communication, June 4, 2021).
Furthermore, both interviewees, T. van Nouhuys and P. Lesimanuaja (personal communication, June 14, 2021) mentioned the
importance of telling a story about the history of a place.

Environmental
The installation of an underground storage tank in an existing
space does not require extra land area and does cause disruptions to the soil, which is the case for ATES. The materials used
for the tank (mostly steel) and the insulation layer determine the
material impact but remain rather low compared to comprehensive technologies.

10.3. Solar Freezer
J. Mathijsen is one of the founders of the company “Solar
Freezer”, who came up with a thermal energy system including
a large buffer bag with water to store excess energy during
the day and in summer. This bag has to be stored underground
but is flexible in terms of space. Since there is storage capacity
underneath the fort, this is an interesting intervention.
In times of energy shortage for heating, the heat pump
can extract energy from the buffer bag until it is freezing.

Te c h n i c a l
The solar freezer will also be implemented at fort Pampus, as
mentioned by interviewee T. van Nouhuys. Still, the technology
is in its “improving” phase and therefore not mature yet. According to J. Mathijsen, the solar freezer is a relatively efficient
intervention, since energy can be extracted from the buffer bag
until the temperature of the water is below 0 degrees, making
use of crystallization capacities of water (personal communication, June 16, 2021). He said that during this phase change at 0
degrees, latent heat is released which is equal to energy that can
be extracted when the bag is going from 80 to 0 degrees.

Te c h n i c a l
According to J. Mathijsen, the solar freezer is fully recyclable.
Furthermore, the investment costs (CAPEX) are relatively high,
but maintenance costs (OPEX) remain low.

Social
Since the technology is not widely used in the energy sector,
social acceptance is not defined yet.

Economic
As mentioned by J. Mathijsen during the interview, the local
storage bag has less impact on the local environment during
installation and operation than for example the Aquifer thermal
energy storage. For the last intervention, the soil gets easily disturbed, which is not a concern for the solar freezer.

Appendix 11: STORAGE (electricity)
Renewable electricity sources such as solar PV and wind energy
have high seasonal and daily variability, which poses many technical and economic challenges (Beaudin et al., 2014). Moreover,
the share of renewable energy is growing quickly around the
world and the Netherlands, and therefore electric energy storage (EES) technologies are widely regarded as a potential solution to deal with these variations and mitigate the challenges.
Studies have found that approximately 8% of the total electricity
capacity should be in the form of EES, solely to buffer the peak
supply and daily differences in demand (Chen et al., 2009).
There are four categories of EES technologies: including machinal, electrical, chemical, and thermal energy storage (Dooner & Wang, 2020). Many of these technologies are still in the
pilot phase, and very costly. There are in total three types of
EES which could be suitable for the Fort. These technologies are
“Lithium Battery Storage”, “Redox Energy Storage” and “Hydrogen Energy Storage” and are individually assessed with the multi
criteria analysis.

11.1. Hydrogen storage
Hydrogen energy storage is a form of chemical energy storage
(Chen et al., 2009). This ESS is based on the technology that
converts electricity into hydrogen. This concept is rather
simple, to make the hydrogen and store it, a surplus or off-peak
electricity is used for the electrolysis of water. This process is

simple and has a high efficiency. Later, this electricity can again
be released using the hydrogen gas as fuel in a combustion
engine or a fuel cell. The fuel cell technology has the highest
efficiency, and therefore this technology is further explained
and assessed. All three steps are visualized in Figure 11.
Several hydrogen storage fuel cells have been developed and
some are already commercially available, one of the latest
technologies is from an Australian company called “LAVO”. This is
a hydrogen storage system which includes all three components
of hydrogen storage: the electrolysis of water, hydrogen
storage and the fuel cell. LAVO is the first at home hydrogen
battery and could be interesting to implement in the Fort.

Te c h n i c a l
The LAVO hydrogen battery can store up to 40 kWh, which in
reference is three times more than Tesla’s Powerwall (13,5 kWh).
LAVO’s system claims to have an efficiency of above 50% (LAVO,
2021). Which means that quite some energy is lost in the process. Due to the size of the Fort and the high energy demand,
multiple LAVO units should be linked to store enough energy to
become entirely energy self-sufficient. However, the efficiency
of the technology is likely to increase in the future when the
technology matures. This is also confirmed by energy neutral
housing expert J. Goris:

“Energy storage technologies are still in pilot
phase, and therefore very expensive and not efficient
enough.” (personal communication, May 25 , 2021)
The first LAVO systems will be sold in 2023. This means that the
technology is still in testing / pilot phase, therefore, it could be
risky to invest in this technology.

Figure 11: Simple schematic of hydrogen energy storage system (Chen
et al., 2009)

Environmental
The LAVO system measurements are 1680 mm x 1240 x 400
mm (LAVO, 2021), which indicates that the land use is low,
especially compared to other EES technologies such as Tesla’s
Powerwall (lithium battery). In terms of recyclability and material impact, PEM fuel cell is currently used for hydrogen energy
storage systems (GES, 2020) Currently, the recycling processes
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of these fuel cells are not feasible enough and could still need
improvement since highly toxic gas compounds are used in the
recycling process. However, the impact on the natural environment is rather low compared to other EES strategies. Only water
is needed as fuel, and the waste product is oxygen, making it a
highly clean technology. To store 40 kWh, the LAVO system uses
about 18 litres of water (LAVO, 2021).

Social
The LAVO energy storage system has several social benefits
compared to other EES systems. First, as mentioned earlier, the
LAVO system has a relatively low land use. Therefore, the visual
impact is quite low. The system can be placed in or outside, since
it can withstand temperatures between -10 and 45 degrees and
is rainproof (LAVO, 2021). Therefore, it can be placed inside the
Fort, at the backside of the Fort or in parking garage, so that it
does not conflict with the UNESCO guidelines. However, there
are also social challenges linked to this technology. The system
makes a constant noise, which is lower than 45 dB (LAVO, 2021)
but is still something to be considered when deciding for the
placement of the system to prevent nuisance.

Economic
As mentioned earlier, currently EES technologies are still in piloting phase and therefore costly. The costs of one LAVO system
is 29,450 dollars and the system should last about 30 years,
which is long, especially compared to lithium batteries (LAVO,
2021). However, the payback period cannot be estimated since
this depends on the development in the Dutch law on netting
arrangement.
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11.2 Lithim-ion storage
One way to store renewable energy is with the help of batteries.
There are many kinds of batteries. For example, lead-acid
batteries, those are mostly used on household level. But not
favourable for Zeilfort Kudelstaart as it has a limited operational
lifetime (Rand & Moseley, 2015). During our visit at Fort Pampus
we saw they reused batteries of old cars to store energy. This
was a pilot project, and the efficiency of the battery was very
low. Still, battery electricity storage is a key technology as wider
deployment, and the commercialization of new battery storage
technologies has led to rapid cost reductions (Uhrig et al., 2016).
Notably for Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries and Lithium-ion
batteries, which will be discussed in more detail in the section.
LIBS are one of the most popular battery storage
options nowadays (Stroe et al., 2017). A good option for Zeilfort
Kudelstaart as they are mostly used for long-term storage.
In 2015 Tesla introduced the Powerwall 1 and Powerback 1.
The Powerwall 1 is a rechargeable lithium-ion battery with
a combined use of PV system used for home energy storage.
The Powerwall 2 has a capacity to hold 13.5 kWh, which about
half the average Dutch home energy usage. The Powerpack
2 is intended for grid use, peak shaving, renewable power
and frequency control. The Powerpack 2 was introduced in
2016 and has a capacity of 200 kWh, both the Powerwall and
Powerpack are interesting options for Zeilfort Kudelstaart.

Te c h n i c a l
A LIB consists of a graphite electrode and a lithium-based electrode. The flow of these electrodes generates electricity. LIBs
have a high energy density of 250-670Wh/Liter and an effi-

ciency between 85-95% (Lithium-Ion Battery, n.d.). LIBs do not
require active maintenance. According to the study of Beltran
(2020) LIBs have a lifetime between 8-12 years when used for
solar storage. The Tesla Powerwall and Powerpack 2 have a lifetime between 20-30 years.

Environmental
Mining Lithium is relatively cheap and effective but does require
a lot of water (Wanger, 2011) One of the biggest concerns is
the leaking of toxic chemicals into the water supply. Moreover,
lithium extraction harms the soil and causes air contamination.
(Yang et al., 2018). Recycling LIB's is a difficult process as it are
complicated products (Gaines, 2018). Recycling is important as
there will be more demand for lithium in the future. Currently the proportion of recycled lithium is 1% (Martin et al., 2017).
Recycling of nickel and cobalt from LIBs can save 51% of the
natural resources required (Dewulf et al. 2010). Now researchers
are focusing on new battery technologies using environmentally
friendly materials. It is therefore smarter for Zeilfort Kudelstaart
to wait for these technologies.

Social
The majority of the supply of Lithium is found in arid borderlands between Chile, Argentina and Bolivia. The government of
these three countries need to work together to support the extraction of Lithium, which is extremely water intensive and prone
to pollution (Crawford et al, 2021).

Economic

Environmental

The price of LIBs has fallen with 80% over the last 5 years. LIBs
now cost around 700-1300$ per kWh (Ciez & Whitacre, 2016).
The lithium market is unstable and there is a rising concern that
the cost of Lithium will upend the LIBs market. Mostly because
lithium is a relatively small contributor to LIBS. The Powerwall 2
costs $6500 and the Powerpack 2 costs $ 172.000 for 232 kWh
(Powerpack, n.d.). Which prices the Powerpack at 744 kWh.

Earth has much more vanadium than lithium. Also, the electrolytes can't perish so the batteries have less damage for the
environment (Da silva et al., 2021). In addition, VRFBs are able to
move electricity without generating heat (Peacock, 2020). CO2
emissions from VRFB mostly come from electrolyte production
but are relatively low as vanadium is mainly extracted as a byproduct from ion iron.

11.3 Redox storage
Vanadium Redox Flow batteries (VRFB) store energy in fluid
form as liquid electrolytes (Alotto et al, 2014). The stacked
electrolytes are stores in double-walled tanks. The battery has a
high scalability and even provide more power when there are more
stacks of electrolytes The battery can be charged by solar panels
to deal with rapid intermittency. This energy is then separated
into two tanks, positive ions and negative ions. The ions are put
together again when the battery is discharged in the stack. The
capacity per unit runs from 13 kWh to 300 kWh. VRFB have a
lifecycle up to 20 years and an efficiency of 60-80% (Gouveia et
al, 2020). The density of VRFBs lies between 30-70 kWh/litre.

Social
The extraction of Vanadium is needed for VRFBs and the processing of this raw materials have a high impact because of
heavy and long transportation (Weber et al., 2018). There are no
noise concerns regarding VRFBs, but they are robust and need
sufficient space for the two different tanks.

Economic
The costs for fully installing vanadium flow batteries lie between
$1,300 and $1,500 per kWh. The lifecycle is between 20 to 25
years. The CAPEX of VRFB lie around 400.000, but because of
high investment in R&D this number is planning to go down
(Aramendia et al, 2021). A battery of 100kwh costs around
$112,000.
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This consultancy report is written by students from the MSc Metropolitan,
Analysis, Design and Engineering, in request of Martijn de Liefde, the
developer of the new Zeilfort Kudelstaart, for the course Metropolitan
Solutions, guided by professors from TUdelft and Wageningen University.
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